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Abstract

CD38 and CD157 have been identified as mammalian forms of ADP-ribosyl cyclase (ADPRC). Recently novel membrane bound and cytosolic ADPRCs that are distinct from CD38 and CD157 have been identified in various tissues by our laboratory as well as others. Recently, evidence has indicated the presence of ADPRC in tissues lacking CD38. From this it is clear that there are multiple forms of mammalian ADPRC, many of which have not yet been identified or characterized. The overall goal of the research presented in this thesis was to identify and characterize the novel cytosolic cyclase(s) present in the heart cytosol and determine the mechanism(s) by which cytosolic cyclase(s) are regulated. Previously it has been shown that *Aplysia* ADPRC, CD38 and CD157 share approximately 30% sequence identity. There are two main features shared by each of these members of the ADPRC family including a conserved region near the center and ten conserved cysteine residues that can be perfectly aligned. We used a molecular approach to identify potential candidates for the cytosolic protein (or other yet unidentified ADPRCs) based on a conserved protein motif search of the mouse genome to identify proteins that shared the feature of the conserved cysteine residues. The existence of novel cyclases has implications for a broad range of cellular processes that are influenced by calcium signaling. Characterization and identification of novel ADPRCs may provide key insight into the function of the novel cyclase(s) as well as interaction and relationships to other members of the ADPRC family, which will further elucidate the complexities of calcium signaling.
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Chapter 1

Literature Review
Introduction to ADPRCs

The ADP-ribosyl cyclase (ADPRC) superfamily of enzymes is composed of several well-characterized members including *Aplysia* cyclase [1], CD38 [2-7], CD157 [8, 9], and three sea urchin ADPRCs [10-12]. These enzymes are multifunctional in nature and can produce at least three products, cyclic ADP-ribose (cADPR) [13], nicotinic and adenine dinucleotide 2’-phosphate (NAADP) [14], and ADP-ribose (ADPR) [15] known to be involved in calcium homeostasis [10, 14, 16-20]. In addition to ADPRC activity, which produces cADPR from NAD [1], these enzymes also can catalyze a base-exchange reaction (trans-glycosylation) [19] that produces NAADP, as well as NADase [21, 22] and cADPR hydrolase [2, 5, 6, 23] activities that can produce ADPR (Figure 1).

The hallmark member of this family is the *Aplysia* ADPRC, a soluble protein of about 30 kDa [1, 22]. Two membrane bound forms of ADPRC, CD38 [2-7] and CD157 [8, 9] have also been identified. Overall, the members of the ADPRC superfamily have approximately 30% sequence identity [9, 21, 24-26]. They share a highly conserved sequence “TLEDTL” thought to be important for catalysis [27-31] as well as ten common cysteine residues that can be aligned perfectly [24].

CD38, the best characterized mammalian cyclase, is a 45 kDa type II transmembrane glycoprotein with a hydrophobic trans-membrane domain composed of 20 amino acids with a short cytosolic tail and a large extracellular domain [32] with a catalytic pocket near a central cleft [27-31]. CD38 has been shown to be a cell surface receptor for CD31 [33] and CD38 agonistic antibodies [34]. The crystal structure of CD38 shows that it
contains both alpha helices and beta sheets, with disulphide bonds between the cysteine residues [31]. It has been shown that the cysteine residues are not key for enzyme activity, but they are critical in maintaining the catalytically active structure of CD38 and *Aplysia* cyclase [35]. Along with expression of CD38 on lymphoid tissue [36, 37], it has also been reported in brain [38, 39], eye [40], prostate [41], gut [42, 43], pancreas [44], muscle [42, 45], kidney [42] and bone tissues [46]. Although CD38 is primarily located on the cell surface [6], it is also located in certain intracellular organelles [47-49].

In terms of enzyme activity, CD38, which produces a small amount of cADPR [2], differs from *Aplysia* cyclase, which catalyzes the formation of the primary product cADPR [1]. Site directed mutagenesis revealed key structural features imperative for ADPRC and the NADase, which were all found in a pocket of the central cleft of CD38 [27-31]. Residues Phe-174 of *Aplysia* cyclase and it’s equivalent Thr-221 in CD38 is a critical residue in orchestrating proper folding of the NAD substrate deciding the ratio of ADPRC to NADase activity (hydrolysis vs. cyclase) [50, 51]. Along with these residues, it has been shown that Glu(226) is important as its required for hydrogen bonding interactions necessary for positioning cADPR at the active site and upon binding of cADPR/cGDPR to the active site, which results in the rearrangement of dipeptide Glu(146)-Asp(147) [50]. Further, it was shown that the extracellular domain including the carboxyl-terminus plays a key role in enzyme activity [52], whereas the cytoplasmic tail and transmembrane domains were not required for functional enzyme activity [53]. Interestingly, it has also been shown that calcium induces an inhibited structural conformation of CD38 [54].
CD157 also referred to as bone marrow stromal cell antigen-1 (BST-1), is a membrane bound ADPRC that is a glycosylphosphatidyl inositol (GPI)-anchored protein [8, 9, 55]. CD157 expression has been reported in lymphoid tissues [26, 56-66], liver [60], vessels [67], lung [57], uterus [57], skin [68], gut [69], kidney [69], pancreas [70], and gingival fibroblasts [71].

In addition to the membrane bound CD38 and CD157 mammalian cyclases, several reports suggest existence of either cytosolic or membrane-bound enzymes not related to CD38 or CD157 [11, 12, 72-79]. In these studies we have developed a sensitive assay for ADPRC detection, which has been useful in identifying and characterizing novel ADPRCs. Further, a molecular based protein motif search was developed and utilized to identify potential novel ADPRC candidates. The most interesting candidate with conserved cysteine residues and portions of the “TLEDTL” conserved region was confirmed as a novel ADPRC.

**ADPRCs in calcium ion dynamics**

Metabolites of ADPRCs including ADPR, cADPR, and NAADP, are signaling molecules involved in calcium signaling [16, 80, 81]. ADPR stimulates calcium influx via plasma membrane TRPM2 channels [82]. cADPR has been shown to mobilize calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) via an IP₃ independent mechanism [1, 23, 83-86] and most likely involves modulation of ryanodine receptors (RyRs) [87-89]. Further, cADPR has
been shown to potentiate ADPR mediated calcium release via TRPM2 channels [90, 91]. NAADP mobilizes intracellular calcium from lysosomal and/or acidic stores and has been shown to be active in a variety of mammalian cell types [92]. Recent studies suggest that two-pore channels (TPCs) serve as receptors for NAADP and facilitate the release of calcium from acidic stores and that the calcium released upon TPC receptor signaling leads to further mobilization of calcium from sarcoplasmic and endoplasmic calcium stores via calcium-induced calcium release (CICR) [93, 94]. Accumulating evidence suggests that a wide variety of cellular functions are influenced by these messengers including: gamete fertilization [95, 96], activation of T-cells [97], neutrophil chemotaxis [98], cellular proliferation [99], insulin secretion in pancreatic β-cells [100], and long-term synaptic depression [101]. Thus, ADPRC, which catalyzes the production of these molecules, plays a significant role in cellular calcium homeostasis.

The system involving CD38 and cADPR presents what has been previously described as a topological paradox [102]. CD38 is an ectoenzyme that displays discrete activities at the cell surface [6, 103]. This activity is functionally switched off in the absence of NAD outside the cell. Since NAD is generally low outside the cell this serves as a mode of regulation. In this system, the intracellular dinucleotide NAD [104] needs to reach the extracellular space in order to be available for the catalytic site of CD38 [103], and the calcium mobilizing metabolites generated in the extracellular space by CD38 [2, 5, 6] need to reach intracellular targets to release calcium [13, 14, 105, 106]. Previous studies have pointed to a potential solution for this problem. It has been shown that NAD can be exported from the cell via connexin 43 hemichannels (Cx43) [107]. Once NAD is
outside the cell, it is accessible to CD38 as a substrate and can be converted to cADPR via CD38 enzymatic activity [1, 2, 5-7, 108]. Finally, cADPR is capable of reaching its intracellular calcium targets by two separate mechanisms. First, the dimeric form of CD38 has been shown to be responsible for the two step process of catalysis and transport of cADPR [109] and second, the presence of nucleoside transporters acting as cADPR-transporting proteins [107, 110]. Altogether this scheme presents a solution for the topological paradox (Figure 2).

Mechanistically, cADPR is known to stimulate CICR by the RyR by lowering the concentration of cytoplasmic calcium necessary to trigger CICR [84, 86, 111, 112]. It has been shown that this calcium mobilization is mediated by FK506 binding protein 12.6 (FKBP12.6) regulatory proteins from RyRs [113, 114]. Studies have shown that a calcium binding protein calmodulin (CaM) is required for the cADPR mediated calcium mobilization [111, 115-117]. Further, it has also been shown that cADPR can mediate calcium sequestration by increasing sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase (SERCA) pump activity [118-120]. The mechanisms by which NAADP increase cytoplasmic calcium involves CICR mediated by both activation of RyRs and receptors formed by two-pore channels (TPCs) expressed on endosomal and lysosomal membranes of acidic compartments [16, 93, 121, 122]. In contrast, ADPR activates TRPM2 (transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily melastatin, member 2) calcium-permeable cation channels, and this activation is mediated via calmodulin [91, 123].

In summary, cADPR, NAADP and ADPR are all signaling molecules produced by
ADPRCs that play an important and intricate role in calcium homeostasis that has yet to be fully elucidated.

**Novel ADPRC Family Members**

_Aplysia_ ADPRC, the hallmark member of the ADPRC family [1], is a soluble monofunctional enzyme with cyclase activity with a $K_m$ for NAD of 0.7 mM [22]. Differences in cyclase characteristics have been observed and these variances have been a useful tool for identifying novel cyclases and they suggest that alternative cyclases can play a distinct role in different environments [124]. While CD38 and CD157 are mammalian homologues of the _Aplysia_ ADPRC, they are characteristically different in a variety of ways [55]. CD38 is the best-characterized mammalian ADPRC with a $K_m$ for NAD of 21 $\mu$M [3]. CD157 is a paralogue of CD38 and is similar in terms of characterization [8, 9]. There are few differences between the two cyclases, but these differences include that CD157 is a GPI anchored protein [9] rather than an integral transmembrane protein. Further, CD157 and CD38 are activated by zinc ions, and while copper inhibits CD157, it stimulates CD38 [9, 55].

Along with the mammalian homologues of the _Aplysia_ cyclase [2, 8, 9], novel members of the ADPRC family have been emerging in recent years including cell surface ADPRCs in sea urchin (spARC 1-3) [11, 12] and _Schistosoma_ mansoni NAD(P)+ catabolizing enzyme (SmNACE) [75, 125]. Interestingly, despite that the members, which have been
molecularly characterized, are membrane bound and located at the outer cell surface away from the molecular targets of their enzymatic products, both membrane bound and cytosolic forms of novel ADPRCs have been identified [73]. Tissues including brain, heart and kidney from CD38<sup>−/−</sup> mice were found to have levels of cADPR similar to CD38<sup>+/+</sup> mice [98], indicating that some other ADPRC is present in these tissues. The novel membrane bound cyclase identified in murine CD38<sup>−/−</sup> brain [79] has been shown to be different from CD38 in that it is inactivated by zinc, an activator of CD38 cyclase activity [126] and has higher enzyme activity in developing tissues as opposed to CD38, which has higher enzyme activity in adult tissues [72]. It is also different from CD38 in that cADPR formation is favored in the murine CD38<sup>−/−</sup> brains resulting in 10% cADPR product formation [127] as opposed to the 1% of cADPR product formation by CD38 [6], with the remainder being ADPR. Additionally, nicotinamide guanine dinucleotide (NGD), a NAD analog, is a substrate for CD38 and CD157, but is an inhibitor of the brain enzyme [79]. Recently, novel membrane bound ADPRCs have also been reported in CD38<sup>+/+</sup> mouse tissues including the SR membrane associated ADPRC that has been identified in rat cardiac myocytes [128]. This ADPRC is also distinct from CD38, which is inhibited by dithiothreitol (DTT) and lectin [81], in that it is DTT and lectin insensitive. Inhibitors of CD38 cyclase activity include thiol reducing agents and lectins. Further, activation of the novel SR membrane ADPRC is regulated via a protein kinase C-dependent phosphorylation mechanism [129].

ADPRCs that are distinct from CD38 and CD157 have also been reported in the cytosol of a variety of tissues including brain [130], coronary arterial smooth muscle cells [131],
pancreatic acinar cells [74] and Jurkat T-lymphocytes [99, 132]. The novel ADPRC identified in bovine brain cytosol (30 kDa) exhibits Michaelis-Menten kinetics for NAD with an apparent $K_m$ of 70 $\mu$M [130]. Interestingly, the novel cytosolic ADPRC identified in pancreatic acinar cells was shown to be immunologically distinct from CD38 as the ADPRC activity of the pancreatic acinar cytosol was activated by cholecystokinin (CCK), acetylcholine (ACh) and cyclic GMP (cGMP), whereas the ADPRC activity in the membrane fractions of the pancreatic acinar cells (presumably CD38/CD157) was not affected by CCK, ACh or cGMP; evidence suggesting the cytosolic cyclase was distinct from the known mammalian ADPRCs [74]. Further, the cytosolic ADPRC of Jurkat T-lymphocytes was shown to be unique as the activity of this enzyme was significantly increased in T-cells stimulated by OKT3, an effect that was potentiated by the presence of the tyrosine phosphatase inhibitor, dephosphatin [132]. Recent studies have also shown, SPN, a glycohydrolase injected into the cytosol by *Streptococcus pyogenes*, is the first glycohydrolase reported to catalyze not only hydrolysis of NAD$^+$, but also ADPRC and transferase activities [133].

Previous evidence has shown novel intracellular ADPRCs located within the lumen of acidic exocytotic vesicles of sea urchin egg homogenates [11]. Intraorganelle ADPRCs are shielded from cytosolic substrate and targets by the organelle membrane, but this barrier is circumvented by nucleotide transport [11, 12, 134]. Recently, CD38 was identified in bovine lung microsomal membranes and has been described as a novel NAD$^+$ase [135]. Several reports also indicate that nuclear CD38 is expressed in cells including those known to be CD38 surface deficient [136, 137]. Collectively, these
investigations demonstrate potential compartmentalization of ADPRC metabolite production.

Several ADPRCs have been described that are apparently distinct [11, 12, 72-79] from the known mammalian ADPRCs, CD38 and CD157 [2-9]. An in-depth characterization of these enzymes is necessary in order to delineate the role these ADPRCs play in calcium homeostasis. The basal activity of the novel ADPRCs has been shown to be very low [79], which has presented a significant challenge in the attempt to identify and characterize the novel ADPRCs. The current methods for detection of ADPRC activity are insufficient for such an in-depth characterization of these novel ADPRCs. Thus, the development of a more sensitive assay for detection of ADPRC activity is a critical factor in the advancement of our knowledge of this unique multi-functional enzyme family. Further, conventional protein purification strategies have been inadequate for isolation of the novel ADPRCs as a result of the low basal activity. To circumvent this problem, a molecular approach based on protein motif has been proposed in these studies based on the idea that enzyme function is related to protein structure.

Regulation of ADPRC Activity

Previous research has shown that ADPRC activity is highly regulated. Numerous pathways have been shown to activate the cADPR-pathway including metabolic factors [138], G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) [20, 139], and agonists that target
intracellular receptors [140]. Studies have also shown that stimulation of cell surface receptors can lead to activation of the cADPR-pathway such as the T-cell receptor mediated increase of cADPR production by activation of the TCR/CD3 receptor complex in T-lymphocytes [132].

It has been shown that GPCR systems, including cholecystokinin octapeptide (CCK8) and CCK in smooth muscle and pancreatic acinar cells, are involved in the cADPR-signaling pathway. Studies conducted in intestinal longitudinal smooth muscle were the first to reveal the mechanism involving a GPCR system to elicit the cADPR signaling pathway [140]. It was found that CCK-8 was capable of both increasing intracellular cADPR levels in a concentration dependent fashion as well as mobilizing calcium from ryanodine gated stores [20]. In this mechanism, CCK first activates a small and highly localized calcium release from NAADP-sensitive stores, which by itself is not sufficient to trigger calcium spiking, but requires the amplification by the cADPR sensitive stores via CICR. The calcium signal amplified by the cADPR mechanism further activates calcium mobilization from IP₃ sensitive calcium stores, which is ultimately responsible for initiating calcium spiking [141]. This signaling scheme proposes NAADP as a trigger, the cADPR stores as an intermediate amplifier, and the IP₃ stores as the ultimate activator of hormone induced calcium spiking [142]. Further, ACh was shown to provoke cADPR induced calcium mobilization in duodenal smooth muscles of rat via the M2 muscarinic cholinergic receptor subtype [139] and in airway smooth muscle cells [143, 144]. Muscarinic cholinergic receptor subtypes M2 and M3 are also present in intestinal smooth muscles. Studies utilizing methoctramine, an inhibitor of the M2
receptor subtype, showed that the ADPRC/cADPR signaling pathway in duodenal smooth muscle cells is mediated by the receptor M2 subtype [139]. A similar finding was observed in airway smooth muscle cells [144]. Collectively, these studies revealed regulation of cADPR/ADPRC activity by contractile agonists.

Further, it has been shown that CD38 expression is increased by inflammatory cytokines including TNF-α, resulting in an enhanced intracellular calcium response to contractile agonists [145]. The increase of CD38 expression has been shown to be mediated via MAPK signaling via NF-κB and AP-1, and can be attenuated by anti-inflammatory glucocorticoids via inhibition of MAPK signaling [146-148]. Also, it has been shown in porcine airway myocytes that the calcium release induced by ACh and bradykinin to be attenuated by 8-Bromo-cADPR, a cADPR antagonist [144]. These results suggest that activation of GPCRs in airway smooth muscle cells is responsible for cADPR induced calcium mobilization. This mechanism of activation has also been investigated in testes, where endothelin has been shown to activate cADPR induced calcium release in peritubular smooth muscles [149]. In these studies it was not shown how GPCR activation leads to activation of ADPRC and/or elevation of cADPR levels.

Furthermore, the CD38/cADPR signaling pathway has also been implicated in VSMCs, coronary arteries [73] and cardiac myocytes [120, 150, 151]. Evidence suggests activation of sympathetic β-adrenergic GPCRs in VSMCs results in increased cADPR synthesis and cardiac function [152]. Additionally, it has been shown that contractile agonists are capable of initiating the CD38/cADPR signaling pathway via the M1
receptor subtype, which leads to calcium mobilization that results in VSMC vasoconstriction [153, 154]. Investigations have also shown that NAADP plays a role in endothelin-1 (ET-1) mediated vasoconstriction in coronary arteries [131] and renal afferent arterioles [155]. Further, it has been shown NAD(P)H oxidase (NOX) superoxide production in coronary arterial myocytes is mediated by the cADPR-RyR/Ca^{2+} signaling pathway [156]. ADPRC has also been implicated in the Renin/Ang signaling pathway [157]. Studies have shown that Ang II and NE, vasoconstrictor peptides, signal through the GPCR receptors to serve as mediators of blood pressure increase in both renal afferent arterioles and cardiac myocytes from rats [158, 159]. In addition, a signaling pathway involving Ang II receptors in ventricular muscle cells shown to mediate increases in cADPR synthesis, has been implicated in cardiac function and development [160]. It has been shown that this Ang II-mediated hypertrophic response is attenuated by 2,2'-dihydroxyazobenzene (DAB) [161]. cADPR induced calcium release also been shown to play a key role in mediating hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction [162]. Previous studies indicated that cADPR-dependent vasoconstriction in this condition is caused by an elevated NADH/NAD ratio resulting in inhibition of cADPR hydrolase activity which leads to an increase in cADPR production [163].

Further, recent investigations suggest that cyclic nucleotide systems including cGMP/Nitric Oxide (NO) in sea urchin eggs, PC12 cells, and VSMCs as well as cAMP in adrenal chromaffin cells activate cADPR production [164-166]. It has been shown in sea urchin that there is a relationship between the cADPR- and NO-signaling pathways [164],
which has implications in neuronal processes including memory consolidation [167, 168] as well as in processes such as kidney filtration rate regulation [169, 170]. Furthermore, it has been shown that stimulation of ADPRC via this mechanism is mediated by cGMP-dependent kinase phosphorylation [166].

Metabolic factors such as glucose have also been shown to participate in the cADPR/ADPRC-signaling pathway [100, 138]. Pancreatic $\beta$-cells respond to high concentrations of glucose by secreting insulin. Previous investigations have indicated an elevated cADPR in response to a glucose stimulated increase in ATP, resulting in calcium release from RyR gated stores, which in turn induces insulin secretion [171].

Recently, other regulators of ADPRC Activity including abscisic acid (ABA) have been identified that provide an example of how CD38 is regulated via phosphorylation [172-174]. The signaling pathway triggered by ABA, a pro-inflammatory cytokine, in granulocytes involves engagement of adenylyl cyclase, cAMP production, and PKA-mediated phosphorylation of the ADPRC CD38 [175, 176]. Furthermore, investigators have shown that the calcium signaling mediated by ABA has been implicated in lytic vs. chronic stage growth [177].

Inflammatory mediators such as interleukin-8 have been shown to induce the association of non-muscle myosin heavy chain IIA (MHCIIA) with CD38 via PKG-mediated phosphorylation leading to increased calcium concentration, cADPR, and LAK cell migration as a result of increased CD38 internalization and activation [178]. Also, recent evidence indicates that NAADP$^+$ acts as a pro-inflammatory cytokine that mediates
calcium increases via activation of P2Y11 purinergic receptors in granulocytes leading to cellular activation [179]. Further, it has been shown that a SR associated cyclase distinct from CD38 is inhibited by PKC-dependent phosphorylation and may participate in modulation of cADPR levels [129].

From this it is not only clear that ADPRC are regulated, but also ADPRC activity is implicated in a diverse set of cellular processes. Thus, it is imperative to further elucidate the mechanisms by which ADPRCs are regulated in order to better understand these cellular processes. We have shown that a novel ADPRC present in heart cytosol is regulated via a PKC-mediated phosphorylation mechanism and its inhibited by zinc, providing evidence that it is indeed a novel ADPRC distinct from previously identified ADPRCs.

**Significance**

The ADPRC family produces three molecules (cADPR, ADPR and NAADP) known to raise intracellular calcium in multiple cell types [17, 180, 181]. Intracellular calcium is known to regulate key biological functions [182]. Identification and characterization of the enzymes that generate these molecules and knowledge regarding the regulation of these enzymes is important to our overall understanding the mechanisms by which basic biological processes are controlled.
One product of ADPRCs, cADPR, has been shown to play an important role in a variety of cellular processes including: long-term synaptic signaling and memory formation [101], insulin secretion from beta cells [100], contractility in arterial smooth muscles [73, 111], calcium ion dynamics and contractility in airway smooth muscles [145], calcium homeostasis in cardiac myocytes [120, 151], myocyte contraction [183, 184], and ischemia/reperfusion injury of the heart [185], oxytocin release [186-188], cellular metabolism and cell cycle control [189, 190]. Another product of ADPRCs, NAADP, has also been shown to play an important role in vasoconstriction of coronary arteries [131].

The ADPRC signaling pathway has also been implicated in multiple biological processes including neurodevelopmental disorders [186], circadian timekeeping mechanism in plants [191, 192], diabetic nephropathy [193], long-term hypoxia [194], social behavior [173, 188, 195, 196], spatial learning ability [197, 198], cell adhesion events [199, 200] and chemotaxis [201-205], cell signaling [206], antibody responses [207], regulation of energy and fat metabolism [208], hydrogen peroxide-induced beta cell death [209], renal blood flow [159] and urine output [210], osteoclastogenesis [211], cytokine production upon antibody ligation [212, 213], apoptosis [214-216], phagocytosis [217], and microglial activation [218].

There are multiple forms of mammalian ADPRC, many of which have not yet been identified or characterized [11, 12, 72-79]. By performing an in depth characterization of novel ADPRCs, insight will be provided into the function and regulation of ADPRCs and
the complexities of calcium signaling be further elucidated. A better understanding of these regulatory mechanisms can provide a foundation for the intelligent design of drugs and as a prognostic marker for prominent diseases including cardiovascular disease [128], coronary artery disease [131], hypertension [158], pulmonary hypertension [162, 163, 219], diabetes [100, 138], cancer [220, 221], multiple sclerosis [222], neurodegeneration [186, 223-225], Huntington’s disease [224], HIV-1 and AIDS [223, 226, 227], asthma [146, 228], inflammatory diseases [178, 204] and those implicated in cellular damage [173]. Thus, it is imperative to identify novel ADPRCs and elucidate the mechanisms by which the members of this complex family of enzymes are regulated. The purpose of the studies highlighted in this thesis was to develop a sensitive, high-throughput assay for more accurate detection of ADPRC activity to allow for better characterization and identification of ADPRCs. Further, this assay was employed to screen CD38−/− mouse tissues for ADPRC activity and to characterize the novel ADPRC activity identified in the cytosol of various mouse tissues as well as to test novel ADPRC candidates unveiled using a molecular approach to search the genome to identify novel ADPRC candidates based on protein structure.
Figure 1. **Role of ADP-Ribosyl Cyclases/cADPR in Cellular Calcium Ion Dynamics**

CD38 is an ectoenzyme that displays discrete activities at the cell surface and is switched off in the absence of NAD\(^+\). NAD\(^+\) is exported from the cell via Cx43 channels to reach the extracellular CD38 target, where it is metabolized to cADPR, which needs to reach its intracellular target to release calcium from the SR. CD38 dimers and nucleoside transporters have both been shown to act as cADPR-transporting proteins that allow cADPR to reach the intracellular RYR gated calcium stores. Altogether this scheme presents a solution for what has previously been described as a topological paradox in the ADPRC mediated calcium-signaling pathway.
Figure 2. **Enzymatic Activities of the ADP-ribose Cyclase Family**

ADPRCs are responsible for the catalytic production of three metabolites, cADPR, ADPR, and NAADP, which are involved in calcium signaling. NAD⁺ is converted to cADPR via ADPRC activity, which can be hydrolyzed to NAD with the addition of water. ADPR can also be produced from NAD⁺ via NADase activity. Finally, a base-exchange reaction is responsible for the catalytic conversion of NAD to NAADP.
Chapter 2

Reverse Cyclase Assay:

*a sensitive cycling assay for ADP-ribosyl cyclase activity*
ADP-ribosyl cyclases (ADPRCs) are multi-functional enzymes responsible for the catalytic production of at least three calcium-mobilizing messengers including cADPR, ADPR, and NAADP. Among the reactions catalyzed by ADPRC is the reaction that involves the cyclization of the linear nucleotide NAD into cADPR and nicotinamide, which is a potent calcium releasing second messenger. Recent evidence suggests that there are novel ADPRCs with low basal activity, which have not been characterized or identified. Given their low basal activity, a highly sensitive assay is required for in-depth studies to characterize and identify the novel ADPRCs. In this study, a previous cycling method for the determination of cADPR was modified to develop a highly sensitive, high-throughput assay that does not involve the timely processing demands of earlier methods. The assay is based on the reversibility of ADPRCs. In the presence of cADPR and high concentration of nicotinamide, ADPRCs catalyze the production of NAD from cADPR. This unique feature contributes to the high specificity of this assay for accurate detection of ADPRC activity. This reaction was coupled to a cycling assay for NAD, which utilized alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) and diaphorase, to amplify the NAD produced in the first step and convert it to a fluorescent product resorufin. This assay has been shown to measure NAD produced by ADPRC in concentrations as low as the femtomolar range. Using this assay, we were able to show that the timecourse and kinetics of ADPRC of *Aplysia* cyclase and CD38 were in agreement with previously used methods. The specificity, sensitivity and high-throughput nature of this assay will provide a powerful tool useful in identifying and characterizing novel ADPRCs.
Introduction

The ADPRC family of enzymes is composed of several multi-catalytic members including *Aplysia* cyclase [1], CD38 [2-7], CD157 [8, 9], and three sea urchin ADPRCs [10-12]. ADPRCs play a key role in calcium homeostasis [13, 14, 15] as they catalyze the production of three important calcium mobilizing metabolites namely cADPR, ADPR and NAADP [16, 81]. Current methods used for detection of ADPRC activity include HPLC [229], a bioassay [230], radioimmunoassay [231, 232], and the NGD assay [233]. Interestingly, despite that the well-characterized members are known to be membrane bound proteins, recent evidence shows that novel forms of both membrane bound and cytosolic forms of ADPRC exist [11, 12, 72-79]. However, these novel members of the ADPRC family have been a challenge to identify and characterize due to the low basal enzymatic activity [79]. In order to better characterize and identify these novel ADPRCs, a more sensitive assay to detect their enzymatic activities is necessary. Among the reactions catalyzed by ADPRC is the conversion of NAD to cADPR and nicotinamide [1, 2, 5-7, 108]. We have developed a sensitive assay, which from here on will be referred to as the reverse cyclase assay (RCA), for ADPRC activity based on the reverse of this reaction (Figure 3). Previous studies have shown that a high concentration of nicotinamide pushes the reaction in reverse to form NAD as a product [124]. We have taken advantage of this property of nicotinamide to develop an assay in which NAD is produced by the reverse ADPRC reaction, and the NAD produced is detected by a cycling system that includes ethanol, alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH), FMN, diaphorase, and resazurin. The produced NAD is converted to NADH by ADH, which is utilized by
diaphorase to reduce resazurin to produce a fluorescent product resorufin in this reaction scheme. The resorufin fluorescence serves as an indicator of ADPRC activity. The cycling method amplifies NAD over a thousand fold, which enables ready detection of ADPRC activity through the indicator reaction whereby fluorescence is produced [234]. The RCA is conducted both in the absence and presence of nicotinamide so that any contaminating NAD(H) can be accounted for. This assay is the most sensitive method for measuring ADPRC activity shown to detect as low as 25 femtomoles of NAD and may have the degree of sensitivity required to identify and characterize novel ADPRCs. A better understanding of the ADPRC family of enzymes and its members will provide insight into the function and regulation of ADPRCs, further elucidate the complexities of calcium signaling and with provide useful information about the diseases implicated in the ADPRC/cADPR mediated signaling pathways.

Materials and Methods

Reverse Cyclase Assay

Samples were incubated at 25°C for a set period of time with cADPR (0.046-5.0 mM) and an excess nicotinamide (0.062-8.0 mM), which facilitated the conversion of cADPR
to NAD in the presence of ADPRC. The reactions were carried out in 96-well plates (Sarstedt) with a total reaction volume of 50 µl. The samples were filter stopped with Millipore IP membranes using a vacuum manifold prior to proceeding to the next reaction step. These IP membranes were made of PVDF and effectively removed protein from the sample. The samples were diluted with 0.1 M sodium phosphate (J.T. Baker) and transferred to 384-well plates (Corning). The initiation of the second step involved the addition of 40 µl of the filtered reaction mixture diluted in 0.1 M sodium phosphate pH 8.0, to 40 µl of the RCA reagent to amplify NAD produced and convert it to the fluorescent product resorufin (Figure 1). The RCA reagent composed of final concentrations of 0.76% ethanol (Pharmco), 40 µg/ml ADH (Sigma), 0.04 µg/ml diaphorase from *Clostridium klyveri* (Sigma), 4 µM FMN (Sigma) and 2 µM resazurin (Sigma) in sodium phosphate pH 8.0. NAD is converted to NADH by ADH, which was utilized by diaphorase to reduce resazurin to produce the fluorescent product resorufin. The resorufin fluorescence served as an indicator of NAD produced in the first step as a result of ADPRC activity. The time dependent increase in resorufin fluorescence was measured for 25 cycles with fluorescence plate reader (*FLUO*star *Galaxy*) set with the excitation at 544 nm and emission at 590 nm. As the cycling method employed to amplify NAD was incredibly potent, the diaphorase was treated with activated charcoal (Sigma) 1:1 for 20 minutes, followed by removal of the charcoal via centrifugation (13,000 x g) to eliminate any contaminant NAD. Upon removal of contaminant NAD, the presence of ADPRC was required for the production of NAD. The difference in fluorescence produced by samples incubated in the presence and absence of
nicotinamide, which is also necessary for NAD production, served as a control to identify background resultant of background NAD or NADH present in the samples.

**NAD Standard Curve**

The RCA was verified and calibrated by generating a standard curve with varying NAD concentrations. 40 µl samples containing known concentrations of NAD from 0-1500 fmol in sodium phosphate pH 8.0 were added to 40 µl of RCA reagent in a 384-well plate. The RCA reagent consisted sodium phosphate pH 8.0, 0.76% ethanol, 40 µg/ml alcohol dehydrogenase, 2 µM resazurin, 0.04 µg/ml diaphorase, and 4 µM FMN. The cycling reaction was allowed to proceed for 25 cycles on a fluorescent plate reader with the excitation at 544 nm and emission at 590 nm. The slope of the linear regression line of time dependent increase in resorufin fluorescence was used to determine the rate of resorufin fluorescence increase. A typical NAD standard curve is shown in Figure 4. The equation of the linear regression of the NAD concentration dependent increase in fluorescence was used to determine concentrations of NAD in unknown samples in all future RCA.

**Aplysia Cyclase and CD38 cADPR RCA Timecourse**

*Aplysia* Cyclase and rCD38 were incubated in 96-well plates with 0.42 mM cADPR in
the presence or absence of 8.0 mM nicotinamide at 25°C for various time frames up to 5 minutes. Also, varying concentrations of rCD38 (0-0.04 µg) were incubated with 0.42 mM cADPR in the presence or absence of 8.0 mM nicotinamide at 25°C for 2.5 minutes. The samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes with a vacuum manifold to stop the reaction and the RCA carried out under the conditions described already.

**Aplysia Cyclase and rCD38 HPLC Timecourse**

HPLC was used to verify the timecourse of *Aplysia* cyclase and rCD38 measured by the RCA. A master reaction with 160 µl of 20 mM Tris-HCl (Fisher Scientific) buffer, 160 µl of sample (2.1 nM *Aplysia* cyclase or rCD38), 40 µl 20 mM nicotinamide, and 40 µl of 4.25 mM cADPR was incubated at 25°C for various timepoints from 30 seconds to 60 minutes. 50 µl of the reaction was removed at each timepoint and 25 µl of ice-cold 1M HCl was added to stop the reaction. The samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes. 15 µl of 2M Tris-base was added and samples were diluted to 200 µl with ddH₂O. Samples were run on a 0.46 x 15 cm LC18T (Supilco) reverse phase column using an ammonium formate gradient system. 150 µl of each sample was added to an equal volume of 5.0 mM NH₄ formate and 200 µl of 20 mM Tris-HCl and the total 500 µl sample was injected to the column. The A solvent constituted of 5.0 mM NH₄ formate and the B solvent was 100% methanol. A gradient from 0%-70% B was initiated over 10 minutes and the column was eluted at a flow rate of 1 mL/minute with fractions collected every three minutes. Injecting known amounts of NAD onto the system under identical
conditions, a standard curve of NAD was generated and the NAD concentration of the unknown samples was calculated from peak integration.

_Aplysia Cyclase and CD38 Kinetics for cADPR and Nicotinamide_

Kinetic properties of _Aplysia_ cyclase and CD38 for cADPR and nicotinamide were measured using the RCA. The nicotinamide kinetics of _Aplysia_ cyclase and rCD38 were determined by incubating 2.5 nM of each with 0.371 mM cADPR and varying concentrations of nicotinamide (0-4 mM) at 25°C for 30 seconds and 90 seconds respectively. Also, the cADPR kinetics of _Aplysia_ cyclase and rCD38 were determined by incubating 2.5 nM of each with 7.5 mM nicotinamide and varying concentrations of cADPR (0-4 mM) at 25°C for 30 seconds and 90 seconds respectively. The samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes with a vacuum manifold to stop the reaction and the RCA carried out under the conditions described already. Further, the difference in fluorescence produced by samples incubated in the presence and absence of nicotinamide, which is also necessary for NAD production, served as a control to identify background, which was routinely subtracted. The $V_{max}$ and $K_m$ values of _Aplysia_ cyclase and rCD38 were calculated using non-linear regression Michaelis-Menten Kinetics with GraphPad Prism software.
Results

*NAD Standard Curve*

Samples containing varying concentrations of NAD in sodium phosphate pH 8.0 were incubated with the RCA reagent and rate of resorufin production was measured with a fluorescence plate reader (excitation 544 nm, emission at 590 nm) for 25 cycles. The rate of increase in resorufin fluorescence as a function of time was derived from the slope of a linear regression line (Figure 4). The rate of resorufin production as a function of NAD concentrations measured was linear ($r^2$ value = 0.999) for NAD concentrations ranging from 0-1500 fmol. The equation of the linear regression line of the NAD standard curve was used to calculate NAD concentrations of unknown samples.

*Aplysia Cyclase and rCD38 RCA and HPLC Timecourse*

*Aplysia* cyclase and rCD38 were incubated with cADPR in the presence or absence of nicotinamide followed by the RCA reagent. The resulting resorufin fluorescence as an indicator of NAD produced was determined using a fluorescence plate reader (excitation 544 nm, emission at 590 nm). The RCA was successfully used to detect ADPRC activity of *Aplysia* cyclase and rCD38. A timecourse of *Aplysia* cyclase (Figure 5) and rCD38 (Figure 6) activity showed that NAD formation is time dependent and linear up to 5
minutes as measured by the RCA. The RCA timecourse data of *Aplysia* cyclase was confirmed using an HPLC based method, which also showed NAD formation to be time dependent and linear (Figure 5). Further, increasing rCD38 protein concentrations resulted in a linear increase of NAD production as measured by the RCA (Figure 7).

*Aplysia Cyclase and CD38 Kinetics*

*Aplysia* cyclase and rCD38 samples were incubated with cADPR in the presence or absence of varying concentrations of nicotinamide followed by the RCA reagent. The resulting resorufin fluorescence was measured using a fluorescence plate reader as an indicator of NAD produced. At high cADPR, rCD38 was found to have a $V_{\text{max}}$ of 2458 pmol NAD/min*µg and $K_m$ for nicotinamide of 0.46 mM (Figure 8), and *Aplysia* cyclase was found to have a $V_{\text{max}}$ of 1837 µmol NAD/min*mg and $K_m$ for nicotinamide of 0.26 mM (Figure 9). At high nicotinamide, rCD38 was found to have a $V_{\text{max}}$ of 3019 pmol NAD/min*µg and $K_m$ for cADPR of 0.63 mM (Figure 8), and *Aplysia* cyclase was found to have a $V_{\text{max}}$ of 1922 µmol NAD/min*mg and $K_m$ for cADPR of 0.42 mM (Figure 11).
Discussion

Previous methods to measure ADPRC activity include HPLC [229], a bioassay [230, 235], a radioimmunoassay [231, 232], and the NGD assay [233]. Currently, the assays that have been previously developed to detect ADPRC activity are not sensitive enough to accurately detect the low basal enzymatic activities of novel ADPRCs [79], presenting a challenge in the successful identification and characterization of these novel ADPRCs. In order to better characterize and identify novel ADPRCs and have a more complete understanding of this complex family of multi-functional enzymes, the development of a more sensitive assay to measure the enzymatic activities of ADPRCs is imperative. In this report, the RCA has been described as a sensitive assay, with its detection limit in the femtomolar range (detecting NAD levels as low as 25 fmol), useful for measurement of ADPRC activity and was developed by a minor modification of the previous cycling assay for determination of cADPR levels [234]. The RCA is a two-step reaction, which couples a cycling reaction to amplify NAD with an indicator reaction to produce a fluorescent product [234]. In the first step, the unique feature of the reversibility of the ADPRC reaction was employed contributing to the high specificity of this assay. If ADPRC was present, NAD was produced from cADPR and an excess of nicotinamide, which at high concentrations drives the classic ADPRC reaction in reverse [124]. In the second step, the NAD produced in the first step was amplified over a thousand-fold. The amplified NAD was coupled to a reaction that resulted in the production of resorufin, the fluorescent product [234], which led to a linear increase in fluorescence with time. Slopes of initial rates of resorufin produced were used to determine ADPRC velocity,
which was linear with respect to protein concentration and time. The ability to monitor increasing resorufin fluorescence with a plate reader lends this assay to be a convenient high-throughput technique capable of measuring 384 samples simultaneously. In samples incubated with cADPR and an excess of nicotinamide, we have shown that the rate of resorufin production as a function of time and protein concentration to be linear. Finally, we have shown that the nicotinamide and cADPR kinetics of *Aplysia* cyclase and rCD38 as measured by the RCA to be comparable to methods previously reported. The RCA is the most accurate, sensitive assay available for the detection of ADPRC activity with the added feature of being high-throughput with reduced handling of samples than previously reported assays. This assay will be a powerful tool that may be employed to identify and characterize novel ADPRCs. A better understanding of the ADPRC family of enzymes and its members will provide insight into the function and regulation of ADPRCs and further elucidate the complexities of calcium signaling. This will ultimately lead to a better understanding of prognosis and treatment for the diseases implicated in the ADPRC mediated calcium signaling pathways including cardiovascular disease [128, 152], coronary artery disease [131], hypertension [158], pulmonary hypertension [162, 163, 219], diabetes [100, 138], cancer [220, 221], multiple sclerosis [222], neurodegeneration [186, 223, 224], Huntington’s disease [224], HIV-1 and AIDS [223, 226, 227], asthma [146, 228], inflammatory diseases [178, 204] and diseases implicated in cellular damage [173, 236].
Figure 3. **Reverse Cyclase Assay (RCA) Schematic**

The RCA couples a cycling reaction to amplify NAD with an indicator reaction to produce a fluorescent product resorufin. In step one NAD is produced if ADPRC is present in the sample incubated with cADPR and nicotinamide. The reaction is stopped via IP-membrane filtration before step two is initiated. In the second reaction step NAD is reduced to NADH by ethanol and ADH, a reaction, which is simultaneously coupled with a reaction whereby the fluorescent product resorufin is produced in the presence of NADH. In this reaction scheme, the presence of ADPRC is required for the production of the fluorescent end product.
Figure 4. **Standard Curve for NAD**

The reverse cyclase assay reagent was added to varying concentrations of NAD (0-1500 fmol) to generate a standard curve of fluorescence produced as a function of NAD concentration. The rate of fluorescence produced as a function of NAD concentration was shown to be linear with an $r^2$ value of 0.999.

\[ y = 0.0012x + 0.0373 \]
\[ r^2 = 0.999 \]
Figure 5. **RCA Timecourse for *Aplysia* Cyclase**

The ADPRC activity of *Aplysia* cyclase was measured as a function of time using both HPLC and the RCA. The formation of NAD was time dependent and linear up to five minutes. The activity ADPRC activity of *Aplysia* cyclase as measured by the RCA was in agreement with the HPLC based method.
Figure 6. **RCA Timecourse for rCD38**

Samples were incubated with 0.42 mM cADPR in the presence or absence of 8.0 mM nicotinamide and the resulting NAD produced was determined. Controls without nicotinamide were run and have been subtracted. The rCD38 timecourse of ADPRC activity of rCD38 samples incubated with cADPR and nicotinamide for timepoints between 0 and 5 minutes as measured by the RCA was linear with an $r^2$ value of 0.955.
Figure 7. **RCA Activity of rCD38 Protein Concentration Dependence**

The ADPRC activity of varying concentrations of rCD38 (0-0.04 µg) incubated with 0.42 mM cADPR and 8.0 mM nicotinamide was measured with the RCA. The ADPRC activity of rCD38 was shown to be dependent on protein concentration in a linear fashion with an $r^2$ value of 0.977.
Figure 8. **Nicotinamide Kinetics for CD38**

Samples were incubated with cADPR in the presence or absence of varying concentrations of nicotinamide and the resulting NAD produced determined by the RCA. The rCD38 kinetics for nicotinamide were measured by the RCA with a $V_{\text{max}}$ of 2458 pmol NAD/min*µg and $K_m$ value of 0.46 mM.
Figure 9. Nicotinamide Kinetics for *Aplysia* Cyclase

Samples were incubated with cADPR in the presence or absence of varying concentrations nicotinamide and the resulting NAD produced determined by the RCA. *Aplysia* cyclase had a $V_{\text{max}}$ of 1837 µmol NAD/min*/mg and $K_m$ value of 0.26 mM.
Figure 10. cADPR Kinetics for rCD38

Samples were incubated with varying concentrations of cADPR in the presence or absence of nicotinamide and the resulting NAD produced was determined by the RCA. rCD38 had a $V_{\text{max}}$ of 3019 pmol NAD/min*µg and $K_m$ value of 0.63 mM.
Figure 11. cADPR Kinetics for *Aplysia* Cyclase

Samples were incubated with varying concentrations of cADPR in the presence or absence of nicotinamide and the resulting NAD produced determined. *Aplysia* cyclase kinetics for nicotinamide were measured by the RCA with a $V_{\text{max}}$ of 1837 µmol NAD/min*mg and $K_m$ value of 0.26 mM.
Chapter 3

Characterization and Identification of Novel Cytosolic ADPRC(s)
CD38 and CD157 have been identified as mammalian forms of ADP-ribosyl cyclase (ADPRC). Recently novel membrane bound and cytosolic ADPRCs that are distinct from CD38 and CD157 have been identified in various tissues by our laboratory as well as others. From this it is clear that there are multiple forms of mammalian ADPRC, many of which have not yet been identified or characterized. The overall goal of the research presented in this chapter is to identify and characterize the novel cyclase(s) present in heart cytosol and determine the mechanism(s) by which cytosolic cyclase(s) are regulated. The existence of novel cyclases(s) localized in the cytosol has implications for a broad range of cellular processes that are influenced by calcium signaling. Characterization of the novel cytosolic cyclase(s) may provide insight into the function and regulation of ADPRCs and further elucidate the complexities of calcium signaling. A more comprehensive understanding of calcium signaling mediated by ADPRCs has implications in better prognosis and treatment methods for diseases implicated in this signaling pathway.
Introduction

The members of the ADPRC family of enzymes [1-12] are responsible for the catalytic production of calcium mobilizing metabolites [10, 14, 16-20] including cADPR, ADPR, and NAADP [13, 14, 15]. CD38 and CD157 are the two well-characterized mammalian membrane bound ADPRCs [2-9]. Previous studies have revealed the existence of membrane bound and cytosolic ADPRCs that are distinct from CD38 [11, 12, 72-79]. Although there are multiple reports of novel ADPRCs in various tissue types, the protein(s) responsible for this enzymatic activity are not yet identified. Characterization and identification of the ADPRC(s) present in the cytosol may provide key insights into the function of the novel cyclase as well as its interaction with and relationship to other members of the ADPRC family. In this study, we further substantiated the claim that novel non-CD38 cyclase(s) exists in various wild-type (CD38+/+) and CD38 knock-out (CD38−/−) mouse tissues. Using the reverse cyclase assay (RCA), we have shown that there are ADPRC(s) present in the cytosol of both CD38+/+ and CD38−/− mouse tissues. Identification and characterization of the novel ADPRC(s) present in the cytosol will increase the understanding of soluble cyclases in mammalian models and their specific roles in these systems. Isolation and purification of the novel cytosolic cyclase(s) is imperative for identification. Conventional purification approaches were utilized to purify the novel cyclase(s) including: size exclusion, ion exchange, dye-conjugated affinity, and hydrophobic chromatography methods. The enzymatic activity of the fractions was examined using a variety of approaches including the RCA and the NGD assay [233]. In order to characterize the novel cytosolic cyclase(s), its properties were
compared to those of known mammalian ADPRCs (CD38 and CD157) [2-9]. Previous studies have revealed that CD38 and CD157 possess multiple activities including ADPRC [1, 2, 5-7, 108] and nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NAADP) synthesis by base-exchange [19]. Differences in cyclase characteristics have been observed in other known ADPRCs [73], which can be used to compare the properties of the cytosolic activity to the known mammalian cyclases. In this study, we have shown that zinc, a known activator of CD38 and CD157 activity [126], inhibits the ADPRC activity of the novel cytosolic cyclase(s). Furthermore, alternative substrates, including NGD were used as CD38, CD157 and the Aplysia cyclase utilize this substrate [237] while a novel membrane ADPRC from brains of CD38\(^{-/-}\) mice cannot [127]. Thus, NGD has been useful in distinguishing between cADPR and classical NADase activities [233]. Previous studies have shown that although they are constitutively active, ADPRCs are highly regulated [129, 164-166, 171-173, 175-178, 238]. Further, it has been shown that glycosylation [239], PseudocarbaNAD [240], and DTT [124] inhibit CD38 activities, whereas retinoic acid [4], zinc [126], and serine phosphorylation [175] activate CD38 enzyme activities. It has also been shown that ATP selectively blocks cADPR hydrolase activity [5], and that gangliosides [241, 242] selectively block NADase activity of CD38. Numerous pathways have been shown to activate the cADPR-pathway including metabolic factors, G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), and agonists that target intracellular receptors [20, 139, 140, 145, 146, 149, 154, 155, 158]. A most interesting question that remains to be elucidated is how the multiple functions of novel ADPRCs are regulated. Utilizing the RCA, we have shown that a variety of substrates stimulate
cytosolic cyclase activity including MgATP and phorbol 13-myristate 12-acetate (PMA). From this it is not only clear that novel ADPRC(s) are regulated, but also ADPRC activity is implicated in a diverse set of cellular processes. Thus, it is imperative to further elucidate the mechanisms by which ADPRCs are regulated in order to better understand these cellular processes. The data presented here provides evidence that suggests the novel ADPRC(s) present in the heart cytosol is regulated via a protein kinase C (PKC) dependent phosphorylation mechanism.

Materials and Methods

Reverse Cyclase Assay

Samples were incubated at 37°C for a set period of time with cADPR (0.046-5.0 mM) and an excess nicotinamide (0.062-8.0 mM), which facilitated the conversion of cADPR to NAD in the presence of ADPRC. The reactions were carried out in 96-well plates (Sarstedt) with a total reaction volume of 50 µl. The samples were filter stopped with Millipore IP membranes using a vacuum manifold prior to proceeding to the next reaction step. The samples were diluted and transferred to 384-well plates (Corning). The initiation of the second step involved the addition of 40 µl of the filtered
reaction mixture diluted in sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0 (J.T. Baker), to 40 µl of RCA reagent to amplify the NAD produced and convert it to the fluorescent product resorufin (Figure 3). The RCA reagent was composed of final concentrations of 0.76% ethanol (Pharmco), 40 µg/ml ADH (Sigma), 0.04 µg/ml diaphorase from \textit{Clostridium klyveri} (Sigma), 4.0 µM FMN (Sigma) and 2.0 µM resazurin (Sigma) in sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0. NAD was converted to NADH by ADH, which was utilized by diaphorase to reduce resazurin to produce the fluorescent product resorufin. The resorufin fluorescence served as an indicator of NAD produced as a result of ADPRC activity in the first step. The time dependent increase in resorufin fluorescence was measured at 25°C for 25 cycles with a fluorescence plate reader (\textit{FLUOstar Galaxy}) set with the excitation at 544 nm and emission at 590 nm. As the cycling method employed to amplify NAD was incredibly potent, the diaphorase was treated with activated charcoal (Sigma) to remove any contaminant NAD. Upon removal of contaminant NAD, the presence of ADPRC was required for the production of NAD. The difference in fluorescence produced by samples incubated in the presence and absence of nicotinamide, which was necessary for NAD production, served as a control to identify background resultant of contaminant NAD present in the samples.

\textit{NGD Assay}

NGD (nicotinamide guanine dinucleotide) is an NAD analog that is cyclized by ADPRC to form the fluorescent product cGDPR [237]. 100 µl of 100 µM NGD was added to 100
µl of sample and the cGDPR produced was quantified fluorometrically using a fluorescence plate reader at 25°C for 25 cycles with excitation set at 300 nM and emission at 405 nM (Figure 12). The difference in cGDPR fluorescence produced in samples incubated in the presence and absence of NGD served as a control to identify background fluorescence of the samples.

**CD38⁺/⁺ and CD38⁻/⁻ Tissue Homogenate Preparation**

Adult mouse CD38⁺/⁺ and CD38⁻/⁻ pancreas, brain, kidney, uterus, heart, and lung tissues stored at -80°C were thawed on ice and homogenized with an electric homogenizer in a lysis buffer of 20 mM Tris-HCl (Fisher Scientific), pH 7.5 and protease inhibitor tablets (Roche). Tissue homogenates were centrifuged at 200,000 x g for 30 minutes at 4°C to separate the sample into the cytosolic fraction (supernatant) and the membrane fraction (pellet). The pellet was re-suspended in lysis buffer and sonicated on ice for ten seconds. The cytosolic fraction was dialyzed at 4°C overnight with 3500 molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) dialysis tubing (Fisher Scientific) against 30 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. The dialysis was followed by a 1:1 treatment of the sample with activated charcoal for twenty minutes to remove any contaminant NAD and other impurities that may interfere with the assay (Figure 13). Finally, the dialyzed and charcoal treated cytosolic fraction was centrifuged at 200,000 x g for 30 minutes at 4°C to ensure complete removal of the membrane fraction. Dialysis and charcoal treatment of the samples effectively removed background activity and the amount of NAD produced in the RCA in the absence of
nicotinamide to negligible levels. The protein concentration of the samples was
determined using the Pierce BCA (bicinchoninic acid) Protein Assay [243].

**ADPRC Activity of CD38+/− and CD38+/+ Tissues**

The cytosolic fraction of CD38+/+ and CD38−/− mouse pancreas, brain, kidney, uterus,
heart and lung tissues were incubated with 100 µM cADPR and 10 mM nicotinamide at
37°C for various time frames up to 24 hours. Immediately upon removal from the
incubator, the samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes with a vacuum
manifold to stop the reaction and the RCA carried out under conditions described already.

**Subcellular Fractionation of CD38+/− and CD38+/+ Heart Tissue Homogenate**

In order to identify the subcellular localization of ADPRC activity, CD38+/+ and CD38−/−
mouse heart tissue was fractionated into seven subcellular fractions, including membrane
fractions (P1-P6) and a cytosolic fraction (S6), via differential centrifugation. Membrane
fractions P1-P6 were obtained by centrifuging the mouse heart homogenate with
sequential centrifugations at 4°C for 10 minutes at 1000 x g, 2000 x g, 3000 x g, 6000 x
g, 10,000 x g, 20,000 x g, and 200,000 x g (Table 1). The supernatant was removed with
each subsequent centrifugation and each of the pellets was re-suspended in 200 µl of lysis
buffer and sonicated on ice for ten seconds. The supernatant from the 200,000 x g
ultracentrifugation, the cytosolic fraction, was dialyzed with 3500 MWCO dialysis tubing against 30 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 at 4°C overnight. Following dialysis, the cytosol fraction was centrifuged at 200,000 x g for 30 minutes three more consecutive times to ensure complete removal of the membrane fractions. The protein concentration of the samples was determined using the BCA Protein Assay [243]. ADPRC activity of the subcellular fractions was measured by the RCA. Further, the cADPR hydrolase and NADase activities of the subcellular fractions were measured using $^{32}$P labeled substrates. cADPR hydrolase activity was measured by incubating 20 ul of each subcellular with 5 ul of $^{32}$P-cADPR, which was prepared by adding $^{32}$P-cADPR to 5.8 ul of 4.35 mM cADPR for a final volume of 50 ul of 100 uM cADPR. NADase activity was measured by incubating 20 ul of each subcellular fraction with 5.0 ul of $^{32}$P-NAD, which was prepared by adding $^{32}$P-NAD to 5.0 ul of 2.5 mM NAD to for a final volume of 50 ul of 50 uM NAD. The cADPR hydrolase and NADase reactions were stopped at various timepoints (2-120 minutes) by adding 5 ul of the reaction mixture to 5 ul of 150 mM trifluoroacetic acid TFA (Sigma). 1.0 ul of the stopped reaction was spotted on PEI-cellulose thin layer chromatography (TLC) plates (EMD Chemicals) and dried for two minutes. The TLC plates were developed in a solution containing 0.2 M NaCl and 30% ethanol and the conversion of $^{32}$P labeled substrates was quantified with a Packard Cyclone Phosphor-Imager.
**Zinc Regulation of CD38$^{+/+}$ Heart Cytosol ADPRC(s)**

There are a variety of agents known to activate and inactivate CD38. In order to better characterize the cytosolic ADPRC, we utilized zinc, a known activator of murine CD38 and CD157 ADPRC activities [126]. CD38$^{+/+}$ mouse heart cytosol and rCD38 were incubated with 0-10 mM ZnCl$_2$ for five minutes at 25°C. Upon completion of the pre-incubation, the samples were incubated with 100 µM cADPR and 10 mM nicotinamide at 37°C for various times up to 60 minutes. Immediately upon removal from the incubator, the samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes with a vacuum manifold to stop the reaction and the RCA carried out under conditions described already.

**CD38$^{+/+}$ Heart Cytosol ADPRC Activity is Increased by ATP**

Previous studies have shown that ADPRCs are regulated by phosphorylation mechanisms [129, 175]. To determine if the novel cytosolic ADPRC(s) was regulated via a phosphorylation mechanism, CD38$^{+/+}$ mouse heart cytosol samples were pre-incubated with 500 mM ATP in the presence of Mg$^{2+}$ for 5 minutes, which has been shown as the optimal incubation time (data not shown). Upon completion of the pre-incubation, the samples were incubated with 100 µM cADPR and 10 mM nicotinamide at 37°C for various times up to 60 minutes. Immediately upon removal from the incubator, the samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes with a vacuum manifold to stop the reaction and the RCA carried out under conditions described already.
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**CD38^+/+ Heart Cytosol ADPRC Activity is Increased by PMA**

Previous studies have shown that ADPRCs can be regulated via an intracellular mechanism involving the phosphorylation of PKC [129]. To determine if the novel cytosolic heart ADPRC(s) are regulated via a mechanism involving this pathway we utilized PMA, a known activator of PKC [129]. CD38^+/+ mouse heart cytosol was pre-incubated for 5 minutes in the presence of Mg^{2+} and 500 mM ATP in the absence or presence of 0.1 µM PMA. Upon completion of the pre-incubation, the samples were incubated with 100 µM cADPR and 10 mM nicotinamide at 37°C for various times up to 60 minutes. The samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes with a vacuum manifold to stop the reaction and the RCA carried out under conditions described already.

**CD38^+/+ Heart Cytosol ADPRC Activity is Increased by Sodium Fluoride (NaF)**

In order to confirm the novel cytosolic ADPRC(s) are indeed regulated by a phosphorylation mechanism, we studied the affect of a known phosphatase inhibitor, sodium fluoride (NaF), on ATP stimulated ADPRC activity of the cyclase(s) present in CD38^+/+ mouse heart cytosol. The cytosolic fraction of CD38^+/+ mouse heart was pre-incubated for 5 minutes with varying concentrations of NaF (0-36 mM) in the presence of Mg^{2+} and 100 µM ATP. Upon completion of the pre-incubation, the samples were incubated with 100 µM cADPR and 10 mM nicotinamide at 37°C for various times up to 60 minutes. Immediately upon removal from the incubator, the samples were filtered
with Millipore IP membranes with a vacuum manifold to stop the reaction and the RCA carried out under conditions described already.

**G3000SW Gel Filtration of CD38\(^{+/+}\) Heart Cytosol**

Based on the finding of ADPRC activity in the cytosolic fraction of mouse tissues, we investigated the molecular size of the novel cyclase(s) responsible for the activity. CD38\(^{+/+}\) mouse heart cytosol was run over a G3000SW (0.8 x 30 cm) size exclusion chromatography column with a solvent of 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 and 100 mM NaCl. Fractions were collected for 1 minute (0.5 mL) from 10-30 minutes and each fraction was screened for ADPRC activity using the RCA and the NGD assay. The CD38\(^{+/+}\) mouse heart G3000SW Gel filtration fractions were incubated with 100 \(\mu\)M cADPR and 10 mM nicotinamide at 37°C for 60 minutes. The samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes with a vacuum manifold to stop the reaction and the RCA carried out under conditions described already.

**DEAE Fractionation of CD38\(^{+/+}\) Heart Cytosol**

CD38\(^{+/+}\) rat heart cytosol was fractionated on an anion-exchange column (DEAE 5PW) using an HPLC based method with an elution gradient of NaCl (0-1000 mM). The RCA was utilized to determine in which fractions ADPRC activity was present. 40 \(\mu\)L of each
fraction was incubated with 100 µM cADPR and 10 mM nicotinamide at 37°C for various times up to 60 minutes. The samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes with a vacuum manifold to stop the reaction and the RCA carried out under conditions described already.

**Phenyl-Sepharose Column Chromatography of CD38+/+ Heart Cytosol**

CD38+/+ heart cytosol was fractionated using Phenyl-Sepharose column chromatography. The Phenyl-Sepharose columns (0.6 x 3 cm) were equilibrated with 10 mL of 2.0 M KCl. 2.0 mL of rCD38 or CD38+/+ heart cytosol was loaded onto the respective columns. The columns were washed with 15 mL of 2.0 M KCl and 3.0 mL fractions were collected. 15 mL of elution buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl) was added and 3.0 mL fractions were collected. The RCA and the NGD assay were used to determine which fractions had ADPRC to reveal if the novel cytosolic ADPRC(s) bound to the hydrophobic column.

**Affinity Dye-Conjugated Column Chromatography of CD38+/+ Heart Cytosol**

CD38+/+ rat heart cytosol was fractionated using dye-conjugated affinity column chromatography. Blue, Orange, Red, and Green Matrex-Gel, Affi-gel Blue, Red 2, Red 3, Orange1, Orange2, Orange3, Yellow1, Yellow2, Blue1, BlueSA and Green1 PIXI M Test Kit dye-conjugated columns (0.6 x 3 cm) were all tested. Columns were
equilibrated with 10 mL of 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.2. 1.0 mL of CD38$$^{+/+}$$ rat heart cytosol was loaded onto each column. The columns were washed with 5.0 mL of 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2 and 2.5 mL fractions were collected. 5.0 mL of elution buffer (2.0 M NaCl pH 7.2 or 1.0 mM cADPR) was added to each column and 2.5 mL fractions were collected. The ADPRC activity of the fractions was measured by the RCA and the NGD assay to determine if the novel cytosolic ADPRC(s) had a high enough affinity with the dye to bind to the columns.

**Results**

*ADPRC Activity in Membrane and Cytosol of CD38$$^{+/+}$$ and CD38$$^{-/-}$$ Tissues*

Using the RCA with optimized concentrations of reagents, the specific activity of the non-CD38 cyclase in the CD38$$^{-/-}$$ mouse tissues was investigated. The CD38$$^{+/+}$$ cytosolic fractions of mouse pancreas, brain, kidney, uterus, heart and lung all displayed ADPRC activity. Furthermore, the CD38$$^{-/-}$$ cytosolic fractions of mouse heart, brain and lung cytosol had appreciable, however reduced amounts of cytosolic cyclase activity when compared to the CD38$$^{+/+}$$ tissues (Figure 14). Similar results were observed in CD38$$^{+/+}$$ rat heart cytosol (data not shown). Although the cytosolic cyclase activity was reduced
compared to the membrane activity of CD38\(^{+/+}\) tissues, it was retained throughout four subsequent ultra-centrifugations at 200,000 x g (Figure 15), which strongly suggests the cytosolic ADPRC activity was indeed the result of a cytosolic enzyme. Interestingly, it was shown that while ADPRC activity was observed in all the subcellular fractions of CD38\(^{+/+}\) mouse heart tissue, this activity was only present in the cytosolic fraction of the CD38\(^{-/-}\) mouse heart subcellular fractions (Figure 16). Hydrolase and NADase activities were also measured of the CD38\(^{+/+}\) mouse heart subcellular fractions using \(^{32}\)P labeled substrates. The enzyme activities measured using \(^{32}\)P labeled demonstrated that membrane fractions (P1-P6) and the cytosolic fraction (S6) had cADPR hydrolase activity, and that the membrane fractions (P1, P2, P3, P5, P6) and the cytosolic fraction (S6) had NADase activity (Figure 17).

**CD38\(^{+/+}\) Heart Cytosol ADPRC Activity is Inhibited by ZnCl\(_2\)**

There are a variety of agents known to activate and inactivate CD38. In order to better characterize the cytosolic ADPRC, we utilized zinc, a known activator of murine CD38 and CD157 ADPRC activities [126]. ADPRC activity of CD38\(^{+/+}\) mouse heart cytosol and rCD38 were measured at pH 7.0 in the presence of 0-10 mM ZnCl\(_2\). We observed that ZnCl\(_2\) inhibited the partially purified mouse heart cytosol ADPRC activity, while it stimulated the activity of rCD38 (Figure 18), which suggests this heart cyclase is a novel ADPRC distinct from CD38 and CD157.
**CD38 \(^{+/+}\) Heart Cytosol ADPRC Activity is Increased by ATP, PMA & NaF**

Previous studies have shown that ADPRCs can be regulated via phosphorylation mechanisms [129, 175]. We have shown the ADPRC activity found in the cytosolic fraction of CD38\(^{+/+}\) mouse heart tissues was increased by 500 mM MgATP (Figures 19 & 20), which suggests the novel heart cytosolic cyclase(s) may be regulated via phosphorylation. To further substantiate evidence that the novel heart cytosolic ADPRC(s) are regulated via phosphorylation mechanisms, we have shown that there was an increase in activity of the novel mouse heart ADPRC(s) upon pre-incubation with PMA, a known activator of PKC mediated phosphorylation (Figure 19). This data suggests that PKC-dependent phosphorylation may represent one of the mechanisms by which the novel cytosolic ADPRC(s) in mouse heart tissue is regulated. To further investigate the potential mechanisms of regulation of the cytosolic cyclase(s) and to confirm that this cyclase is indeed regulated by a phosphorylation mechanism, we studied the affect of a known phosphatase inhibitor NaF, on ADPRC activity of CD38\(^{+/+}\) mouse heart cytosol. The cytosolic fraction of CD38\(^{+/+}\) mouse heart homogenate was pre-incubated with varying concentrations of NaF (0-36 mM) in the presence of 100 µM MgATP before initiating the RCA reaction. As predicted, the novel heart cytosolic cyclase activity was increased at low concentrations of NaF (5-10 mM) and decreased at high concentrations of NaF (>17mM) in the presence of MgATP (Figure 20). Activity also increased with an increase in pre-incubation time with low concentrations of NaF (data not shown). These results further suggest that the novel heart cytosolic ADPRC(s) may be regulated via a phosphorylation mechanism.
**G3000SW Gel Filtration of CD38^{+/+} Heart Cytosol**

The CD38^{+/+} mouse heart cytosol was fractionated by G3000SW size exclusion gel filtration (Figure 21). ADPRC activity of the fractions was measured using the RCA and the NGD assay. In both assays the peak ADPRC activity correlated with the same gel filtration fractions #3-7 (Figure 22). This finding was interesting as previous data suggested that the novel heart ADPRC(s) was unable to cyclize NGD [127]. To further investigate this, the mouse heart cytosol fraction was added to mouse heart membrane fraction and rCD38 samples and the NGD assay was used to show that the cytosolic fraction inhibited the NGD activity present in the mouse heart membrane (Figure 23) and rCD38 (Figure 24) samples. The active fraction (Fraction #5) of heart cytosol partially purified by G3000SW fractionation was not able to inhibit the NGD activity of heart membrane (Figure 25) or rCD38 (Figure 26), suggesting an inhibitor was removed during this procedure. Indeed, inhibition of NGD activity in heart cytosol was observed to be due to a component found in fractions #14-18 (Figure 27), which suggests a cytosolic protein of 12-66 kDa was responsible.

**DEAE Fractionation of CD38^{+/+} Mouse Heart Cytosol**

The CD38^{+/+} mouse heart cytosol was fractionated using an anion-exchange column (DEAE 5PW). The RCA was utilized to determine in which fractions ADPRC activity was present. A majority of the activity bound to the DEAE anion exchange column and
was eluted at concentrations between 50 and 500 mM of NaCl (Figure 28).

**Phenyl-Sepharose Column Chromatography of CD38+/+ Heart Cytosol**

CD38+/+ rat heart cytosol was fractionated via hydrophobic Phenyl-Sepharose column chromatography. The ADPRC activity of the fractions as measured by the RCA and the NGD assay, revealed that the novel mouse heart cytosolic ADPRC(s) do not bind Phenyl-Sepharose (Figure 29), which was distinctly different from CD38 that binds to the hydrophobic column (Figure 30). This data demonstrates that conventional purification methods are useful for isolating the cytosolic ADPRC and that this activity can be distinguished from CD38 by comparing how the two activities run on different chromatography systems.

**Affinity-Dye Conjugated Column Chromatography of CD38+/+ Heart Cytosol**

CD38+/+ rat heart cytosol was fractionated using dye-conjugated column chromatography and the ADPRC activity of the fractions was measured by the RCA. It was shown that the novel ADPRC(s) bound to the Green Matrex-gel column and can be eluted with 2.0 M NaCl and 1.0 mM cADPR (Figure 31). Further, the novel cytosol ADPRC activity bound to the Blue A and Red Matrex-Gel columns (Figure 32) as well as to the Red2, Red3, Orange1, Orange2, Orange3, Yellow1, Yellow2, and Green1 PIXI M Test Kit dye-
conjugated columns (Figure 33). However, the percentage of activity recovered was low. The novel heart cytosolic ADPRC activity did not bind any of the other dye-conjugated columns tested. The activity was present in the void volume fractions of Blue1 and BlueSA PIXI M Test Kit columns with a high percentage of recovery (Figure 34). The novel heart cytosolic ADPRC activity was found in the void volume of the Affi-gel Blue column (data not shown) as well as the Blue B and Orange Matrex-Gel columns (Figure 35). The columns with a high recovery of activity in the void volume could potentially be useful as a clean-up step, as a majority of the other protein including hemoglobin stuck to the column.

Discussion

In this study, we have confirmed recent evidence that suggests novel ADPRC(s) independent of CD38 and CD157 exist in both CD38\textsuperscript{−/−} and CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} tissues. As metabolites of ADPRCs have been shown to be key players in calcium regulation and homeostasis [16, 206, 244], the need for an in-depth investigation of these enzymes is clear. In these studies we have provided evidence that ADPRC(s) distinct from CD38 are present in CD38\textsuperscript{−/−} and CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} cytosol. Using the highly sensitive RCA, we have demonstrated that various mouse tissues have ADPRC activity in the CD38\textsuperscript{−/−} membrane fractions as well as in CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} and CD38\textsuperscript{−/−} cytosolic fractions. We have shown that the
CD38\(^{++}\) cytosolic activity was not only excluded from the membrane fractions of CD38\(^{++}\) mouse heart, but that it was also distinct from that of rCD38 as it was inhibited by zinc, whereas rCD38 was stimulated by zinc. We further provided evidence that novel heart cytosolic ADPRC(s) are regulated via a PKC-dependent phosphorylation mechanism. Another characteristic that distinguishes the novel heart cytosol ADPRC(s) from CD38 was the elution of the cytosolic cyclase(s) in the void volume of the Phenyl-Sepharose column which binds CD38. The novel mouse heart cytosol ADPRC activity eluted in the void volume of G3000SW size exclusion column chromatography suggesting a size of greater than 300 kDa, which is far different from the 90 kDa dimer CD38 [45] runs as on the same system. Perhaps a quite important finding in the midst of these experiments was that a component of the cytosolic fraction was inhibiting NGD activity. Initial experiments suggested that cytosolic cyclase did not have NGD activity, which was in agreement with previous studies that suggested certain novel ADPRCs were distinct based on their inability to cyclize NGD [79]. However, further investigations have revealed that the quench of cGDPR fluorescence was removed by G3000SW gel filtration, which further exemplifies the need for a more sensitive assay to investigate novel cyclases that were overlooked with previous methods. Despite being able to characterize the enzyme activity of the novel cytosolic ADPRC(s) as being distinct from previously identified forms of ADPRC CD38 and CD157 [2-9], isolation and purification of the enzyme to a state sufficient for sequence analysis by mass spectrometry to determine the identity of the novel cyclase has proven to be challenging. One limitation that has contributed to this difficulty in purification of was the stability of the novel
cytosolic ADPRC. Further, the basal activity was relatively low and the recovery of activity was not 100% during the purification process. Despite keeping the protein as concentrated as possible and taking every precaution during purification to prevent loss of activity by keeping stabilizing agents such as protease inhibitors in all buffers, we have been unable to purify the novel cytosolic ADPRC(s). Even if successful in purifying the enzyme, obtaining adequate sequence information may also be a technical limitation.

There are multiple forms of mammalian ADPRCs [11, 12, 72-79], many of which have not yet been identified or characterized. The identification of novel ADPRC family members and elucidation of the regulation of ADPRCs will lead to a better knowledge of a number of cell-specific processes. A better understanding of these regulatory mechanisms can provide a foundation for the intelligent design of drugs for prominent diseases implicated in the ADPRC mediated signaling pathways [100, 131, 138, 155, 158-162, 164, 171, 172, 176, 178, 186, 220-224, 226, 227, 236], thus it is imperative to continue with careful analysis, identification and purification of novel ADPRC(s).
Figure 12. **NGD Assay Reaction Scheme**

In this assay designed to measure ADPRC activity, an NAD analogue NGD, was used as a substrate by ADPRC and converted to a fluorescent product cGDPR. The increase in fluorescence of cGDPR was measured with a fluorescent plate reader as an indicator of ADPRC activity.
Figure 13. **Tissue Homogenate Fractionation into Cytosol and Membrane Fractions**

The homogenates from various mouse and rat tissues were fractionated into cytosolic and membrane fractions via ultracentrifugation. Samples were homogenized in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 + protease inhibitors) on ice using an electric homogenizer. The homogenate was centrifuged at 200,000 x g for 30 minutes. The supernatant was removed (cytosolic fraction) and the pellet was re-suspended in 20 mM Tris-HCl sucrose pH 8.0. The cytosol was dialyzed with 3500 molecular weight cut-off dialysis tubing against 30 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8 at 4°C overnight. The dialyzed samples were further charcoal treated to ensure removal of any contaminant NAD.
Figure 14. ADPRC Activity of CD38<sup>+/+</sup> and CD38<sup>-/-</sup> Mouse Tissue Cytosol

The ADPRC activity of the cytosolic fraction from CD38<sup>+/+</sup> and CD38<sup>-/-</sup> tissues was measured via the RCA. There was ADPRC activity in the cytosol of all CD38<sup>+/+</sup> tissues as well as in certain CD38<sup>-/-</sup> tissues.
CD38+/+ mouse and rat heart cytosol was centrifuged at 200,000 x g four consecutive times following dialysis to ensure complete removal of the membrane fraction. Sucrose could function as a cushion and excluding light membranes from the pellet in the initial ultracentrifugation following dialysis removal of sucrose results in formation of a second pellet as opposed to being a result of membrane contamination of the cytosol. The cytosolic fraction retains cyclase activity with subsequent centrifugations, which suggests activity is indeed localized in the cytosol.
Table 1. **Fractionation of Mouse Heart Homogenate via Centrifugation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>Centrifugal Force (x g)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>nuclei, heavy mitochondria, PM sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>heavy mitochondria, pm fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>mitochondria, lysosomes, peroxisomes, intact golgi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>mitochondria, lysosomes peroxisomes, intact gm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>lysosomes, peroxisomes, gm, large dense vesicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>all vesicles from ER, pm, Golgi, endosomes etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>cytosol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mouse heart homogenate was fractionated using centrifugation. ADPRC activity was present in all subcellular fractions of CD38\(^{+/+}\) samples. Also, ADPRC activity was present in the cytosolic (S6) fraction in CD38\(^{+-}\) samples, but was absent from the membrane fractions (P3-P6).
CD38<sup>+/+</sup> mouse heart homogenate was fractionated into various subcellular fractions using centrifugation. The membrane fractions (P1-6) and the cytosolic fraction (S6) had cADPR hydrolase activity. The CD38<sup>+/+</sup> membrane fractions (P1, P2, P3, P5, P6) and the cytosolic fraction (S6) exhibited NADase activity.
Figure 18. **Zinc Inhibits CD38^{++} Heart Cytosolic ADPRC Activity**

The ADPRC activity of CD38^{++} heart cytosol partially purified by gel filtration (see Figure 11) and rCD38 was measured at pH 7.0 in the presence of ZnCl$_2$ (0–10 mM). ZnCl$_2$ inhibited the cytosolic ADPRC activity, whereas it stimulated rCD38 ADPRC activity, which suggests this heart cyclase is not CD38 or CD157.
Figure 19. CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} Heart Cytosolic Cyclase Activity is Increased by ATP and PMA

CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} mouse cytosol samples pre-incubated with 500 mM MgATP exhibited increased RCA activity. Further, CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} mouse heart cytosol pre-incubated with PMA further increased ADPRC activity of the mouse heart cytosol as measured by the RCA.
Figure 20. **CD38<sup>+/+</sup> Heart Cytosolic Cyclase Activity is Increased by NaF**

The ADPRC activity of CD38<sup>+/+</sup> mouse heart cytosol was increased at low concentrations (5.0–10 mM) and decreased at high concentrations (>17 mM) of NaF.
Figure 21. **G3000SW Fractionation of CD38$^{+/+}$ Heart Cytosol**

RCA of the size exclusion G3000SW fractionation of CD38$^{+/+}$ mouse heart cytosol showed a majority of the activity was eluted in the void volume (>300kDa).
Figure 22. ADPRC Activity of GS3000SW Fractionated CD38⁺/+ Heart Cytosol

CD38⁺/+ mouse heart homogenate was fractionated via GS3000SW column chromatography. Peak RCA and NGD activities correlated with fractions #3 7.
Figure 23. **CD38^{+/+} Heart Cytosol Inhibits CD38^{+/+} Heart Membrane NGD Activity**

The ADPRC activity of CD38^{+/+} mouse heart membrane and cytosol fractions was measured with the NGD assay. The cytosol fraction had negligible NGD activity. Further, the cytosol fraction when added to the membrane fraction, inhibited membrane NGD activity.
Figure 24. **CD38+/+ Heart Cytosol Inhibits NGD Activity of rCD38**

The CD38+/+ mouse heart cytosol fraction had negligible NGD activity. Further, the addition of 0-25 µl of the mouse heart cytosol to 2.5 nM rCD38 inhibited the robust NGD activity of rCD38 in a concentration dependent manner.
Figure 25. Removal of CD38⁺⁺⁺ Heart Cytosol Inhibition of CD38⁺⁺⁺ Heart Membrane NGD Activity

NGD activity of the CD38⁺⁺⁺ mouse heart membrane fraction was inhibited by the addition of CD38⁺⁺⁺ heart cytosol. The mouse heart cytosol filtered via GSW3000 column chromatography (fraction #5) had NDG activity. Further, GSW3000 fraction #5 did not quench NGD activity of the membrane fraction.
Figure 26. **Removal of CD38$^{+/+}$ Heart Cytosol Inhibition of rCD38 NGD Activity**

The CD38$^{+/+}$ heart cytosol had negligible levels of NGD activity. Further, the robust NGD activity of rCD38 was inhibited by the addition of CD38$^{+/+}$ heart cytosol. The mouse heart cytosol filtered via GSW3000 column chromatography (fraction #5) had NDG activity and also did not quench NGD activity rCD38.
Figure 27. **Removal of an Inhibitor of NGD Activity from CD38<sup>+/+</sup> Mouse Heart Cytosol by GSW3000SW Fractionation**

The NGD assay was used to measure ADPRC activity of rCD38 incubated with CD38<sup>+/+</sup> mouse heart cytosol fractionated via GSW3000SW column chromatography. Fractions 1-13 & 19-20 did not have any effect on the ADPRC activity of rCD38. However, fractions #14–18 inhibited NGD activity, which suggests a cytosolic protein of 126 kDa is responsible for the observed cytosolic inhibition of membrane and rCD38 NGD activity.
Figure 28. **DEAE Fractionation of CD38^{+/+} Mouse Heart Cytosol**

CD38^{+/+} mouse heart cytosol was fractionated on an anion exchange column (DEAE 5PW). A majority of the CD38^{+/+} heart cytosol ADPRC activity bound to this column and eluted from about 50 to 500 mM NaCl.
Figure 29. CD38<sup>+/+</sup> Heart Cytosol Fractionation with Phenyl-Sepharose Chromatography

CD38<sup>+/+</sup> rat heart cytosol was fractionated via Phenyl-Sepharose chromatography. The majority of ADPRC activity as measured by both the RCA and NGD assay was eluted in the void volume fraction with the KCl equilibration buffer, which suggests the novel cytosol ADPRC activity does not bind to Phenyl-Sepharose column.
rCD38 was fractionated via Phenyl-Sepharose chromatography. The majority of cGDPR fluorescence is eluted in the first fraction following the addition of the 25 mM Tris-HCl to the Phenyl-Sepharose column.

Figure 30. rCD38 Fractionation with Phenyl-Sepharose Column Chromatography
CD38++ heart cytosol binds to the Green Matrex-gel column and was eluted with 2.0 M NaCl*, which was added prior to collecting fraction four, and 1.0 mM cADPR*, which was added immediately prior to collecting fraction five.
CD38<sup>+/+</sup> heart cytosol was fractionated with Matrex-Gel blue A and Red columns and seven fractions were collected. The CD38<sup>+/+</sup> heart cytosol activity fractionated with the Matrex-Gel Blue A and Matrex-Gel Red columns had a small peak in the void volume, however a majority of the activity bound to the column and was eluted with the addition of 1.0 mM NaCl.
The CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} heart cytosol was fractionated using different dyes conjugated to a gel matrix column and the fractions were analyzed using the RCA. A portion of the ADPRC activity of the CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} heart cytosol was eluted in the void volume, but a majority of the activity also bound to the columns with Red2, Red3, Orange1, Orange2, Orange3, Yellow1, Yellow2, and Green1 PIXI M Test Kit columns. The bound ADPC activity was eluted with 2.0 M NaCl, however the percent of activity recovered was very low.

Figure 33. CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} Heart Cytosol Fractionation with Red 2, Red3, Yellow1, Yellow2, Green1, Orange1, Orange2, & Orange3 PIXI M Test Kit Affinity Chromatography
Figure 34. CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} Heart Cytosol Fractionation with Blue1 & BlueSA PIXI M Test Kit Affinity Chromatography

The CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} heart cytosol was fractionated using different dyes conjugated to a gel matrix column and the fractions were analyzed using the RCA. The ADPRC activity of the CD38\textsuperscript{+/+} heart cytosol was eluted in the void volume of fractions from columns with Blue1 and BlueSA dye.
Figure 35. CD38^{+/+} Heart Cytosol Fractionation with BlueB & Orange Matrex-Gel Affinity Chromatography

CD38^{+/+} heart cytosol was fractionated with Blue B and Orange Matrex-Gel columns and seven fractions were collected. The columns were washed with equilibration buffer for the first three fractions. Elution buffer (1.0 M NaCl) was added immediately prior to collection of the fourth fraction. The majority of CD38^{+/+} heart cytosol ADPRC activity did not bind to either column.
Chapter 4

Discovery of a Novel ADP-ribosyl Cyclase UC1212:

A Molecular Approach
The members of the ADP-ribosyl (ADPRC) family CD38, CD157, and *Aplysia* cyclase have been classified into the same protein family based on structure and function. There are two main features shared by all of these ADPRCs including a conserved region near the center and ten cysteine residues with conserved spacing alignment. Recently this family of enzymes has expanded with the discovery and characterization of numerous novel ADPRCs. Although evidence suggests that there are novel ADPRCs distinct from the well-known mammalian forms CD38 and CD157, it has been a challenge to utilize conventional protein purification strategies to identify the novel cyclases. Furthermore, molecular approaches including BLAST searches have not been useful in identifying the cyclases. In this study, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based approach was employed to search the PROSITE database for proteins with matching conservation of the spacing of the cysteine residues in the carboxyl-terminus and six potential ADPRC candidates were identified. The most interesting candidate, UC1212, shared both the cysteine motif of the carboxyl-terminus as well as sequence identity with the conserved “TLEDTL” domain of the well-known cyclases. UC1212 was cloned into histidine (His)-tagged and GFP-tagged plasmids to create mammalian expression vectors (pDEST26-UC1212 and pEGFP-N3-UC1212), which were transfected into HeLa cells and shown to have ADPRC activity. This study has not only led to the discovery and identification of the novel ADPRC UC1212, but has also provided compelling evidence that utilizing a molecular based approach involving multiple sequence alignments to identify novel ADPRC family members is a powerful alternative to conventional purification strategies.
Introduction

The ADPRC family is a protein family composed of proteins that are classified by related enzymatic structure and function. Previously it has been shown that *Aplysia* cyclase, CD38 and CD157 share approximately 30% sequence identity [9, 21, 24-26]. Specifically, there are two main features shared by each of these members of the ADPRC family; the first being the conserved “TLEDTL” region of about 18 amino acids predicted to be part of the active site necessary for catalysis [27-31], and the second being ten cysteine residues with conserved alignment [24] that form disulfide bridges that participate in maintaining the catalytically active structure of ADPRCs [31, 35]. Recent reports have shown that novel ADPRCs also share the ten conserved cysteine residues of the other known ADPRCs [11, 12, 75, 76]. In the past there have been attempts to identify novel members of the ADPRC family by conducting pairwise alignment methods such as BLAST [245] and FASTA [246] to identify proteins sharing high sequence identity with the *Aplysia* cyclase [21], which was met with limited success. While the spacing of the cysteine residues are tightly conserved [24], the amino acids between the cysteine residues are not well conserved. As is demonstrated by the ADPRC family of proteins, different amino acid residues in a functional sequence are subject to different selective pressures. This results in certain residues being tightly conserved, while others are not [247]. It is from this pattern of conservation that the idea of using position specific information, profile methods, from multiple alignments to search databases for homologous sequences was developed [248, 249]. In the past, the limitation of this model was the inability to calculate the multiple sequence alignment scores analytically [247].
However, statistical models for use as profile methods such as HMM have been introduced as an analytical method of searching for homologous proteins using the multiple sequence alignment based methods [250]. In this study, we exploited the structural similarities of the ADPRC family and utilized a HMM method that involved a protein motif search of the PROSITE profiles database [251] to identify potential novel ADPRC family members. We were interested in identifying proteins that share the feature of the conserved cysteine residues observed in all of the ADPRC family members [11, 12, 24, 75, 76]. Interestingly, six uncharacterized candidate proteins were identified that share the protein motif based on the C-terminal cysteine residues of the members of the ADPRC family (Figure 36). Of the six members, one uncharacterized protein candidate in particular that not only retained the conserved C-terminal cysteine residues, but also a tightly conserved leucine and a significant portion of the conserved “TLEDTL” region [31] (Figure 37). The candidate protein was 1212 amino acids in size, which corresponds to a size of approximately 130 kDa. This uncharacterized candidate protein will be referred to as UC1212 from this point forward. We found that the UC1212 gene was cloned as part of the Mammalian Gene Collection (MGC). We obtained the MGC clone and inserted the UC1212 gene into His-tagged and GFP-tagged mammalian expression vectors using gateway technology and molecular cloning techniques. Both the truncated and full-length mammalian expression constructs of UC1212 expressed ADPRC activity when transiently transfected into various cell lines. This study provides evidence that utilizing a molecular based approach to identify novel ADPRC family members is possible.
Material and Methods

Protein Motif Search of the Mammalian Genome

In the past, it has been shown that proteins that share structural features have similar enzyme activities [248]. Previous investigations have revealed that members of the ADPRC family have a conserved cysteine residue motif [11, 12, 24, 75, 76] that may be utilized to reveal other proteins that share ADPRC enzyme activities. In this study, an HMM based method [250] using the structural information of the ADPRC family was utilized to search the PROSITE profile database [251] to identify potential uncharacterized protein candidates possessing ADPRC activity. Candidates were identified based on a protein motif search off the conservation of the spacing of the cysteines in the carboxyl-terminus of well-known ADPRCs *Aplysia* cyclase, CD38 and CD157 [11, 12, 24, 75, 76] (Figure 2).

Construction of Murine UC1212 Expression Clone (pDEST26-His-UC1212)

UC1212, the most lucrative candidate identified using the protein motif search shared the conserved C-terminal cysteine residues, a tightly conserved leucine, and portions of the “TLEDTL” conserved sequence with the known ADPRCs [24, 31]. In order to determine if UC1212 had similar enzyme activities as ADPRCs [2, 19], we first needed to express
the gene of the UC1212 as a functional protein. The murine UC1212 gene (CQ068) was obtained from the MGC collection and cloned into a His-tagged mammalian expression vector via Invitrogen Gateway Cloning Technology (Figure 39). Human UC1212 was PCR amplified from cDNA clone IMAGE:5549770 (Invitrogen) with the forward primer 5’- GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAGCCCTGGCAGAGG and the reverse primer 5’- GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGTCCTAAGAC GAC GAGCAGCAGA. For the PCR amplified products, an attB1 site was created at the N-terminus and an attB2 site was created at the C-terminus. 50 fmol of PEG purified PCR-UC1212 was added to 150 ng of pDONR221 (Invitrogen) in TE buffer, pH 8.0. 2.0 µl of BP Clonase II (Invitrogen) was added to facilitate the lambda (λ) recombination [252] of the attB sites in the linear PCR products and the attP sites in the donor vector pDONR221 to create the attL entry clone (pDONR221-UC1212). The kanamycin resistant construct was transformed in OneShot TOP10 chemically competent E.coli. 50 ng of pDONR221-UC1212 was added to 150 ng of the destination vector pDEST26 (Invitrogen). 2.0 µl of LR Clonase (Invitrogen) was added to facilitate the λ recombination [252] reaction of the attL sites of the entry clone and the attR sites of the destination vector (pDEST26) to create the attB expression clone pDEST26-His-UC1212. The ampicillin resistant construct was transformed in OneShot TOP10 chemically competent E.coli. The pDONR221 and pDEST26 vectors contained a ccdB insert, which served as a negative selection marker to increase efficiency of recombination and transformation. The plasmids were purified with HiPure Maxi-prep columns (Invitrogen) and the sequences of the constructs were confirmed using M13 sequencing primers (Invitrogen).
Construction of Human UC1212 Expression Clone (pEGFP-N3-UC1212)

The full-length human homologue of UC1212 was obtained from the MGC clone collection and cloned into a GFP- tagged mammalian expression vector using directional cloning. The vector, pEGFP-N3 (Clontech Laboratories) was cut at cloning sites with restriction enzymes, XhoI and SacI and then purified with Qiagen DNA purification kit. The coding sequence of the full-length UC1212 was PCR amplified from cDNA clone IMAGE:4241696 (Open Biosystems) using the forward primer as 5’-CCGCTCGAGCTTGGCGGCTGGCCGGGCCCAG and reverse primer as 5’-TCCCCGCGGTACAGGA GGAAGCAAGGATCMCCCAGAG. For the PCR amplified products, an XhoI site was created at the N-terminus and a SacII site was created at the C-terminus. The PCR products were cut with restriction enzymes XhoI and SacII and gel-purified. The purified PCR-UC1212 was inserted into the GFP-tagged mammalian expression vector pEGFP-N3 by traditional ligation techniques. The kanamycin resistant pEGFP-N3-UC1212 construct was transformed into OneShot TOP10 chemically competent E.coli. The plasmid was purified with HiPure maxi-prep columns and the recombinant DNA constructs were sequenced to determine whether the UC1212 coding sequence was inserted correctly into the vector.

Cell Culture of HeLa, CHO, and 3T3 Cells

HeLa (supplied by Dr. Graeff, U of M Department of Pharmacology), CHO (supplied by
Dr. Graeff), and 3T3 (supplied by Dr. Potter, U of M Department of BMDB) cell lines, all shown to lack endogenous ADPRC activity, were utilized for the transfection experiments. The cell lines were maintained in DMEM (Invitrogen) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen) and 1.0% Penicillin/Streptavidin (Invitrogen). Cells were split and harvested using TrypLE Express (Invitrogen). Cells were maintained at 37°C with 5.0% CO$_2$ in a water-jacketed incubator.

**Transfection of HeLa Cells with pDEST26-UC1212 and pShuttle-GFP-CD38**

The gateway mammalian expression clone with the murine UC1212 insert (pDEST26-UC1212) was transiently transfected into HeLa, 3T3, and CHO cells. Cells were also transfected with pShuttle-GFP CD38 (supplied by Dr. Kannan, U of M Department of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences) and the pDEST26 empty vector as positive and negative controls for ADPRC expression respectively. 1.0 x 10$^6$ HeLa cells were plated in 60 mm dishes (Corning) 24 hours prior to transfection. Cells were transfected with a total volume of 500 µl of Opti-MEM media (Invitrogen) containing 2.5 µg of DNA and 7.5 µl of lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent (Invitrogen). Transfected cells incubated at 37°C and 5.0% CO$_2$ were harvested with Trypsin LE Express at 48 hours. The harvested cells were dialyzed against 30 mM Tris-HCl (Fisher Scientific) with 3500 MWCO dialysis tubing (Fisher Scientific) for 24 hours at 4°C to remove any contaminant NAD. The dialyzed samples were centrifuged at 13,000 x g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was removed (cytosol fraction) and the pellet was re-suspended (membrane
fraction) in 200 µl of lysis buffer, containing 20 mM Tris-HCl and protease inhibitor tablets (Roche), and then sonicated for 10 seconds on ice.

**Transfection of HeLa Cells**

The full-length, GFP-tagged human homologue of UC1212 (pEGFP-N3-UC1212) was transiently transfected into HeLa cells. HeLa cells were also transiently transfected with pShuttle-GFP CD38 and pcDNA3.1-CD38 (supplied by Dr. Kannan), as positive controls as well as with an empty vector negative control for ADPRC activity. 1.0 x 10^6 HeLa cells were plated in each well of a 6-well plate (Corning) immediately prior to transfection. Cells were split transfected with a total volume of 500 µl of Opti-MEM media containing 5.0 µg of DNA and 15 µl of Megatran 1.0 (Origene Technologies) transfection reagent per well. Transfected cells incubated at 37°C and 5.0% CO₂ were harvested with TrypLE Express at 48 hours. The harvested cells were dialyzed against 30 mM Tris-HCl with 3500 MWCO dialysis tubing for 24 hours at 4°C to remove any contaminant NAD. The dialyzed samples were centrifuged at 13,000 x g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was removed (cytosol fraction) and the pellet was re-suspended in 200 µl of lysis buffer (membrane fraction) and sonicated for 10 seconds on ice. This investigation was also completed as a set of blind experiments under the same conditions.
**Imaging of Transfected HeLa Cells Transfected GFP-constructs**

Images of cells transfected with the GFP-tagged pShuttle-GFP CD38 and pEGFP-N3-UC1212 constructs, were obtained using confocal and fluorescence microscopy. 1.0 x 10^6 cells were plated in 35 mm glass bottom dishes (Corning) immediately prior to transfection. Cells were split transfected with a total of 500 µl of Opti-MEM media containing 5.0 µg of DNA and 15 µl of Megatran 1.0 transfection reagent. Transfected cells were incubated at 37°C and 5.0% CO₂ for 48 hours. Images of live cells were obtained using a confocal microscope at excitation wavelength 400 nm. Cells were also fixed with formaldehyde (Sigma), stained with DAPI (Molecular Probes) and images of the cells were obtained using a fluorescence microscope.

**Western Blot of pEGFP-N3-UC1212 and pShuttle-GFP-CD38 Transfected HeLa Cells**

1.0 x 10^6 cells were plated in 35 mm dishes immediately prior to transfection. Cells were split transfected with a total volume of 500 µl of Opti-MEM media containing 5.0 µg of DNA and 15 µl of Megatran 1.0 transfection reagent. Transfected cells were incubated at 37°C and 5.0% CO₂ and harvested 48 hours. Samples were separated on a 4-12% (w/v) polyacrylamide denaturing gel and electrotransferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Millipore) for detection. The membrane was incubated in 12% non-fat dry milk with a 1:1000 dilution of the primary antibodies anti-GFP (Santa-Cruz Biotechnology) and anti-β-tubulin (Pierce Scientific) at 4°C overnight. The membrane was washed with
phosphate buffered saline tween-20 (PBST) prior to incubation with 12% non-fat dry milk with a 1:5000 dilution of IRDye800 (Li-Cor Biosciences) for 1 hour at 25°C. After washing the blots, the reactive proteins were detected with Li-Cor Odyssey Infrared Imaging.

Reverse Cyclase Assay of Transfected Cells

Samples were incubated at 37°C for four hours with cADPR (350-425 µM) and an excess nicotinamide (10 mM), which facilitated the conversion of cADPR to NAD in the presence of ADPRC. The reactions were carried out in 96-well plates (Sarstedt) with a total reaction volume of 50 µl. The samples were filter stopped with Millipore IP membranes using a vacuum manifold prior to proceeding to the next reaction step. The samples were diluted and transferred to 384-well plates (Corning). The initiation of the second step involved the of the addition of 40 µl of the filtered reaction mixture, diluted in sodium phosphate buffer (J.T. Baker) pH 8.0, to 40 µl of RCA reagent to amplify the NAD produced and convert it to the fluorescent product resorufin (Figure 3). The RCA reagent was composed of final concentrations of 0.76% ethanol (Pharmco), 40 µg/ml ADH (Sigma), 0.04 µg/ml diaphorase from Clostridium klyveri (Sigma), 4.0 µM FMN (Sigma) and 2.0 µM resazurin (Sigma) in sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0. NAD was converted to NADH by ADH, which was utilized by diaphorase to reduce resazurin to produce the fluorescent product resorufin. The resorufin fluorescence served as an indicator of NAD produced in the first step as a result of ADPRC activity. The time
dependent increase in resorufin fluorescence was measured at 25°C for 25 cycles with fluorescence plate reader (FLUOstar Galaxy) set with the excitation at 544 nm and emission at 590 nm. As the cycling method employed to amplify NAD was incredibly potent, the diaphorase was treated with activated charcoal (Sigma) to remove any contaminant NAD. Upon removal of contaminant NAD, the presence of ADPRC was required for the production of NAD. The difference in fluorescence produced by samples incubated in the presence and absence of nicotinamide, which was also necessary for NAD production, served as a control to identify background resultant of background NAD present in the samples.

**Zinc Regulation of pEGFP-N3-UC1212 and pShuttle-GFP-CD38 ADPRC Activity**

There are a variety of agents known to activate and inactivate CD38. Previous studies have shown that zinc activates the ADPRC activity of CD38 and CD157 [126]. In order to better characterize the ADPRC activity of UC1212, we investigated if its enzyme activities were regulated by zinc. The full-length human homologue of UC1212 pEGFP-N3-UC1212 construct was transiently transfected into HeLa cells. HeLa cells were also transiently transfected with pShuttle-GFP CD38 and an empty vector to serve as positive and negative controls for ADPRC activity respectively. The membrane fraction of the harvested cells was incubated with 0-10 mM zinc acetate (Sigma) for ten minutes at 25°C. Upon completion of the pre-incubation, the samples were incubated with 380 µM cADPR and 10 mM nicotinamide at 37°C for four hours. Immediately upon removal
from the incubator, the samples were filtered with Millipore IP membranes using a vacuum manifold to stop the reaction. The second reaction step was initiated with the addition of 40 µl of RCA reagent to 40 µl of sample diluted in sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0 in 384-well plates. The cycling reaction was allowed to proceed at 25°C for 25 cycles on a fluorescence plate reader with the excitation at 544 nm and emission at 590 nm. The increase in resorufin fluorescence was used as an indication of cyclase activity. Background, which was determined by incubating the samples without nicotinamide, was subtracted from the fluorescence seen upon incubation of the samples with nicotinamide.

**Results**

*Protein Motif Search of the Mammalian Genome*

The HMM based protein motif search [250] was used to search PROSITE profile database [251] to reveal proteins with a similar carboxyl-terminus motif as known ADPRCs [24]. Interestingly, we identified six uncharacterized proteins that have retained the protein motif observed in the carboxyl-terminus of the identified cyclases (Figure 36). One of the candidates in particular, UC1212 (Figure 38), also exhibited a region with sequence identity to the “TLEDTL” conserved region [31], as well as a
tightly conserved leucine (Figure 37), which strongly suggested a high probability it was a novel ADPRC based on structural similarities.

*Imaging of HeLa Cells Transfected with GFP-constructs*

Images of HeLa cells transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212 and pShuttle-GFP-CD38 were obtained using fluorescence and confocal microscopy of both live (Figure 40) and fixed cells (Figure 41). The images indicate efficient transfection with peak GFP expression occurring at 48 hours (data not shown). Further, similar localization of GFP signal, which was clearly ubiquitous, was observed in both CD38 and UC1212 GFP-tagged mammalian expression constructs.

*Western Blot of HeLa Cells Transfected with GFP-constructs*

Western blot analysis was utilized to confirm the full-length GFP-tagged CD38 and UC1212 protein expression in the HeLa cells transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212 and pShuttle-GFP-CD38 constructs. The western blot confirmed the presence UC1212 at 150 KDa in HeLa cells transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212. However, the presence of GFP-tagged CD38 (50 KDa) was difficult to detect in the HeLa cells transfected with pShuttle-GFP CD38, as the expected size was very close to the loading control anti-β-tubulin (55 KDa). The anti-β-tubulin loading control indicated the samples had equal amounts of
protein (Figure 42).

**ADPRC activity of Murine Truncated Clone pDEST26-UC1212 Transfected Cells**

The murine UC1212 gene was cloned into a His-tagged gateway mammalian expression vector to create pDEST26-UC1212. This construct was transiently transfected into HeLa cells, which have been shown to have negligible levels of endogenous ADPRC activity. The HeLa cells transfected with the mammalian vector expressing UC1212, exhibited ADPRC activity as measured by the RCA (Figure 43), which provided compelling evidence that UC1212 is indeed a novel ADPRC that does not require the N-terminus to retain enzyme activity.

**ADPRC Activity of Human Full-length Clone pEGFP-N3-UC1212 Transfected Cells**

Since murine UC1212 exhibited ADPRC activity, the full-length human homologue was cloned into a GFP-tagged mammalian expression vector. HeLa cells transiently transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212 were shown to have ADPRC activity comparable to that of the GFP-tagged CD38 construct as measured by the RCA (Figure 44). The untagged pcDNA3.1-CD38 clone, which was also a positive control, had a substantial amount of ADPRC activity as well, while the negative transfection controls did not express ADPRC activity. Similar results were obtained with the blind transfection
studies (Figure 45). Further, we have shown that both membrane and cytosol fractions of
the HeLa cells transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212, pShuttle-GFP-CD38, and
pcDNA3.1-CD38 constructs had ADPRC activity (Figure 46). This data confirmed the
uncharacterized protein UC1212 as a novel member of the ADPRC family of enzymes.

Zinc Regulation of pEGFP-N3-UC1212 and pShuttle-GFP-CD38 ADPRC Activity

Zinc is among the variety of agents known to activate [126] and inactivate [124, 240]
CD38 ADPRC activity. In order to better characterize the novel ADPRC UC1212, we
utilized zinc, a known activator of CD38 and CD157 ADPRC activities [126]. ADPRC
activity of the membrane fraction of HeLa cells transiently transfected with pEGFP-N3-
UC1212 and pShuttle-GFP-CD38 constructs was measured at pH 7.0 in the presence of
0-10 mM zinc acetate. Concentrations of zinc from 5.0-10 mM resulted in complete
inhibition of the ADPRC activity of UC1212, while it resulted in more than a 200 percent
increase in CD38 activity (Figure 47). This data suggests UC1212 is a novel ADPRC
regulated in a manner distinct from CD38 and CD157.
Discussion

The ADPRC family is a highly conserved and classified by multi-functional enzyme activities of its members which share approximately 30% sequence identity [9, 21, 24-26]. The two key features shared by each of these members of the ADPRC family include a conserved “TLEDTL” domain [31] and ten conserved cysteine residues that can be perfectly aligned [24]. Although the cysteine residues are tightly conserved, the amino acid sequence between the cysteine residues is not well conserved. Statistical models such as HMM have been introduced as an analytical method of searching for homologous proteins using the multiple sequence alignment based methods [250]. In this study, an HMM based method using the structural information of the ADPRC family was utilized to search the PROSITE profiles database [251] to identify six potential uncharacterized proteins that shared a protein motif based on the C-terminal cysteine residues [11, 12, 75, 76]. The most interesting uncharacterized protein candidate UC1212 not only had the C-terminal region of cysteine residues conserved, but also a tightly conserved leucine and a significant portion of the conserved “TLEDTL” region [31]. Further, the candidate protein was 1212 amino acids in size, which corresponded to the heart cytosolic protein that was predicted to be around 130 KDa. The UC1212 MGC clones were obtained and both the truncated murine UC1212 gene and the full-length human UC1212 homologue were cloned into mammalian expression vectors. HeLa cells transiently transfected with both the full-length and truncated UC1212 constructs were shown to have ADPRC activity as measured by the RCA. Interestingly the truncated version, which lacked the N-terminus, retained ADPRC activity. This is in agreement
with previous studies that indicate the N-terminal cytoplasmic tail and trans-membrane
domain are not required for ADPRC activity [53]. The ADPRC activity of the full-length
human homologue was comparable to the activity of the GFP-tagged CD38 positive
control and this activity was also confirmed using blind transfection studies. Further, we
have shown that the ADPRC activity of UC1212 was inhibited by zinc, which is
classically distinct from the activity of CD38, which was stimulated by zinc. In
these studies we have demonstrated that a highly sensitive, high throughput assay to
screen for ADPRC activity in combination with a molecular based approach to identify
potential ADPRC candidates was successful in uncovering the novel ADPRC UC1212.
This indicates it is possible to exploit the structural similarities of ADPRC family
members [11, 12, 75, 76] to identify candidate proteins to be screened for ADPRC
activity, which will contribute to advances in identification of the proteins responsible for
observed novel ADPRC activity.
### Figure 36. Conserved Protein Motif Search Novel ADPRC Candidates

An HMM based method was utilized to search the PROSITE profiles database using a protein motif search of the C-terminal conserved cysteine residues. Six uncharacterized murine proteins that shared the protein motif observed in the carboxyl-terminus of the known members of the ADPRC cyclase family were identified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>AA’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K0562_MOUSE</td>
<td>uncharacterized</td>
<td>C-x (20) -C-x (11) -C.</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQ068_MOUSE</td>
<td>uncharacterized</td>
<td>C-x (7) -L-x(12)C-x (11) -C.</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN130_MOUSE</td>
<td>Uncharacterized</td>
<td>C-x (20) -C-x (11) -C.</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA095_MOUSE</td>
<td>uncharacterized</td>
<td>C-x (20) -C-x (11) -C.</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA172_MOUSE</td>
<td>uncharacterized</td>
<td>C-x (11) -C-x (8) -C.</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT075_MOUSE</td>
<td>uncharacterized</td>
<td>C-x (11) -C-x (8) -C.</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 37. **Structural Similarities of ADPRCs with UC1212.**

The known members of the ADPRC family Aplysia cyclase, CD38 and CD157 share sequence homology. There are two features that are highly conserved throughout the ADPRC family: 10 cysteine residues that can be perfectly aligned (black lines) as well as the conserved “TLEDTL” region (blue), shown in detail. These features were utilized along with a protein motif search of the mouse genome to identify UC 1212 as a potential ADPRC. As depicted in this figure, UC1212 shares three perfectly aligned cysteines (black) and one leucine (green) at the C-terminal region of the genes as well as the conserved region (blue) toward the N-terminus. The sequence of the conserved regions of each is shown. Further there are multiple cysteines (white) that may correspond with other conserved cysteines.
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Figure 38. **Amino Acid Sequence of UC1212**

UC1212 was the most interesting uncharacterized candidate protein uncovered using the protein motif search. The amino acid sequence revealed that it had the conserved carboxyl-terminal cysteine residues, a tightly conserved leucine, and the conserved ‘TLEDTL’ region.
Figure 39. **Gateway Cloning Reaction Schematic**

UC1212 PCR products with attB sites were recombined with pDONR221 vector with attP sites using BP Clonase II to generate pDONR221 UC1212. The pDONR221 plasmid with attL sites was recombined with the pDEST26 vector with attR sites using LR Clonase to produce the histidine-tagged mammalian expression pDEST26 UC1212.
Figure 40. Confocal Images of HeLa Cells Transfected with GFP-constructs

a) The GFP-tagged UC1212 construct pEGFP-N3-UC1212 had ubiquitous GFP expression in live cells 48 hours post-transfection. b) The negative transfection control did not have background fluorescence and the GFP-tagged CD38 construct pShuttle-GFP-CD38 had ubiquitous GFP expression.
Figure 41. **Fluorescence Images of GFP-construct Transfected HeLa Cells**

a) HeLa cells transiently transfected with the GFP-tagged UC1212 construct pEGFP-N3-UC1212 and b) HeLa cells transiently transfected with the GFP-tagged CD38 construct pShuttle-GFP-CD38 expressed GFP in DAPI stained cells (20 µm in diameter) with intact nuclei 48 hours post-transfection.
Figure 42. **Western Blot of HeLa cells Transfected with GFP-tagged Constructs**

Western blot analysis was used to confirm the expression of GFP-tagged proteins in HeLa cells transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212 and pShuttle-GFP-CD38 constructs. The loading control anti-β-tubulin (55 kDa) was used to show that the samples had equal amounts protein. HeLa cells transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212 had a GFP-expressing protein that ran at 150 kDa. The expression of the GFP-tagged CD38 (50 KDa) protein was difficult to detect in HeLa cells transfected with pShuttle-GFP-CD38, as it was very close in size to the heavily expressed anti-β-tubulin loading control.
Figure 43. **Murine UC1212 Expression of ADPRC Activity in HeLa Cells**

The pDEST26-His-UC1212, pShuttle-GFP-CD38, and empty pDEST26-His constructs were transiently transfected into HeLa cells. The pDEST26-His-UC1212 and pShuttle-GFP-CD38 both expressed ADPRC activity in HeLa cells as measured by the RCA.
Figure 44. ADPRC Activity of HeLa Cells Transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212

The membrane faction of HeLa cells transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212, pShuttle-GFP-CD38, and pCDNA3.1-CD38 expressed ADPRC activity as measured by the RCA.

The negative transfection control did not express ADPRC activity.
Figure 45. ADPRC Activity of Blind Transfected HeLa Cells

HeLa cells were transfected blind with UC1212 and CD38 expressing constructs. The membrane faction of HeLa cells transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212, pShuttle-GFP-CD38, and pCDNA3.1-CD38 expressed ADPRC activity as measured by the RCA. The negative transfection control did not express ADPRC activity.
Figure 46. **Membrane and Cytosolic ADPRC Activity of Transfected HeLa Cells**

The membrane and cytosolic fractions of HeLa cells transfected with pEGFP-N3-UC1212, pCDNA3.1-CD38, and pShuttle-GFP-CD38 expressed ADPRC activity as measured by the RCA. The negative control transfection did not express ADPRC activity.
HeLa cells transfected with UC1212 (pEGFP-N3-UC1212) and rCD38 (pShuttle-GFP-CD38) constructs were incubated with 0-10 mM zinc acetate for 10 minutes prior to initiation of the RCA. The ADPRC activity of UC1212 was fully inhibited with zinc concentrations from 0-10 mM, while the ADPRC activity of CD38 was stimulated by zinc concentrations from 0-10 mM.
Chapter 5

Discussion & Conclusions
Previous investigations have revealed the existence of both cytosolic and membrane-bound ADPRCs that are distinct from the known mammalian cyclases CD38 and CD157 [74, 79, 130]. In these studies we have developed a sensitive assay for ADPRC enzyme activity detection, which has been useful in identifying and characterizing novel ADPRCs. Further, a molecular based protein motif search was utilized to identify potential novel ADPRC candidates.

It has been shown by our group as well as others that the basal activity of the novel ADPRCs is very low [79] and has escaped detection by traditional methods. In these studies, we have provided evidence that the cytosolic fraction of mouse heart tissues contains a component that actually inhibits ADPRC activity as measured by a previous method, the NGD assay [233]. This may have further contributed to the difficulty of detection of novel cyclases in the past, especially those that are soluble. Further, previous studies have suggested the lack of ability to cyclize NGD as a distinguishing characteristic of certain novel cyclases [72], which may actually have been resultant of an inhibitory component of the cytosol.

In order to better characterize and identify the novel ADPRCs the RCA, a highly sensitive, high-throughput assay with detection of ADPRC activity in the femtamolar range was developed. The RCA coupled a reaction that utilized nicotinamide and its
unique ability to drive the ADPRC enzymatic reaction in reverse resulting in the production of NAD [124], with a set of reactions that amplified the NAD produced and converted it to a fluorescent product resorufin [253]. The NAD concentration was determined by quantification of the resultant resorufin fluorometrically. We have shown the timecourse and kinetics of rCD38 and *Aplysia* cyclase as measured by the RCA to be equivalent to previously used methods such as HPLC. Although the RCA is the most sensitive assay available for detection of ADPRC activity, it is limited in that certain buffers and reagents interfere with fluorescence.

Using the RCA, we have shown that CD38+/+ and CD38−/− mouse cytosol of various tissues exhibited ADPRC activity, which suggest the presence of novel ADPRC(s). The tissue with highest cytosolic cyclase activity, heart, was investigated to further characterize and identify the protein(s) responsible for this activity. We have provided multiple lines of evidence that point to the presence of novel ADPRC(s) in heart cytosol that is distinct from the known mammalian ADPRCs. First the activity was present in cytosol obtained from CD38−/− mouse hearts. Second, the cytosolic activity was inhibited by zinc, which clearly is distinct from CD38 and CD157 are activated by zinc [126]. Third, the cytosolic activity exhibits a size of greater than 300 kDa using gel filtration, which is also different from CD38 that is a 90 kDa dimer [45] in this system. Fourth, the cytosolic activity does not bind to Phenyl-Sepharose, whereas CD38 does. Further, we have provided evidence that the cytosolic form of ADPRC is regulated by a phosphorylation mechanism, and more specifically a PKC-dependent phosphorylation mechanism.
Despite being able to characterize the novel heart cytosolic cyclase(s), conventional protein purification was not sufficient to isolate and identify the protein(s) responsible for the activity. The key limitation of this approach was the low basal activity of the cytosolic cyclase(s). Although the protein was concentrated as much as possible and stabilizing agents were used in all buffers, the isolation of the cyclase(s) was not achieved. However, in the process of testing numerous column chromatography techniques, we did find the cyclase(s) had an affinity for certain dye-conjugated columns. In the future, certain columns could be used with concentrated protein samples in a sequential fashion utilizing columns the activity did not bind to as a clean-up step and columns the activity had high enough affinity to bind to isolate the novel ADPRC(s) and determine their identity using mass spectrometry.

In an attempt to identify the novel ADPRC(s), we abandoned the conventional protein purification approach and turned to a molecular based approach. Previously it has been shown that Aplysia ADPRC, CD38 and CD157 are conserved with approximately 30% sequence identity [9, 21, 24-26]. The two key features shared by the ADPRC family members include the conserved “TLEDTL” region [31] and ten cysteine residues with conserved spacing and alignment [24]. We utilized a HMM based method [250] employed to identify six potential uncharacterized protein ADPRC candidates. The method was based on a protein motif search of the C-terminal cysteine residues conserved among ADPRCs [9, 21, 24-26]. The most interesting candidate UC1212, which at 1212 amino acids correlated with the size of the novel mouse heart cytosolic cyclase, retained the C-terminal cysteine residue conserved motif as well as the
“TLEDTL” region. To confirm that UC1212 was a novel ADPRC, we constructed expression plasmids and introduced them into HeLa cells. The HeLa cells into which the UC1212 expression vector had been introduced exhibited ADPRC activity in both the cytosol and membrane fractions as measured by the RCA.

Both murine UC1212 and its human homologue have been demonstrated to have ADPRC activity. Further investigations of the novel ADPRC UC1212 to distinguish it from the known mammalian cyclases and to provide insight as to whether it was the same novel ADPRC responsible for the mouse heart cytosolic ADPRC activity, the regulation of UC1212 with zinc was studied. Here we have shown that the ADPRC activity of both novel mouse heart cytosolic cyclase and UC1212 were inhibited by zinc, which suggests the novel cyclases are indeed distinct from the known mammalian cyclases [126]. This also points to the possibility that the UC1212 protein is responsible for the cytosolic cyclase activity observed in mouse hearts. In the past evidence has indicated that zinc binds directly to CD38 resulting in changes in enzymatic properties due to a conformational change of the catalytic protein [126]. Although traditional zinc binding motifs are not observed in ADPRCs, the conserved cysteine residues could act as ligands for zinc ions. It has been proposed that zinc induces a conformational change that results in increased accessibility of the hydrophobic domain of CD38 [126]. As the novel mouse heart cytosolic cyclase is not membrane bound and does not bind the Phenyl-Sepharose column, this suggests differences in hydrophobic nature which may explain the differences in zinc regulation of the ADPRCs [72, 73, 79, 126, 254, 255]. These differences in enzymatic properties of the novel cyclases observed could provide insight
into the regulation of ADPRCs and the role of novel cyclases in the ADPRC mediated calcium signaling pathways.

In future experiments, it would be useful to determine if DTT inhibits the activity of the novel cyclases, as it has been predicted that the disulfide bridges formed by the conserved cysteine residues contribute the tertiary structure necessary for enzyme activity are disrupted by the addition of DTT [4]. Currently, this investigation is difficult as DTT interferes with the RCA and the low basal levels of the novel cyclase activity are difficult to detect using other less sensitive methods. Furthermore, studies utilizing silencing RNA (siRNA) against UC1212 to interfere with gene expression as well as investigations to determine the localization of UC1212 may provide insights into novel cyclases and further elucidate the regulatory mechanisms involved in the cADPR/ADPRC calcium mediated signaling pathways. Finally, given evidence the HMM based protein motif search successfully uncovered a novel ADPRC, it is important to continue with molecular cloning of the other uncharacterized protein candidates into mammalian expression vectors to screen for ADPRC activity and potentially lead to the discovery of additional novel ADPRC family members.

The ADPRC family produces cADPR, ADPR and NAADP [16, 81], which are all known to raise intracellular calcium in multiple cell types [10, 14, 16-20]. Intracellular calcium is known to regulate several key biological functions [182]. Identification and characterization of the enzymes that generate these molecules and knowledge regarding the regulation of these enzymes is important to our overall understanding the mechanisms...
by which basic biological processes are controlled. The ADPRC mediated signaling pathways have been implicated in a variety of biological processes including: long-term synaptic signaling and memory formation [101], insulin secretion from beta cells [100], contractility in arterial smooth muscles [73, 111], calcium ion dynamics and contractility in airway smooth muscles [145], calcium homeostasis in cardiac myocytes [120, 151], myocyte contraction [183], and ischemia/reperfusion injury of the heart [185], oxytocin release [186], cellular metabolism and cell cycle control [189, 190], circadian timekeeping mechanism in plants [191, 256], long-term hypoxia [194], social behavior [188, 195, 196], spatial learning ability [197, 198, 216], cell adhesion events [199, 200] and chemotaxis [201, 204, 205, 236], cell signaling [206], antibody responses [207], regulation of energy and fat metabolism [208], hydrogen peroxide-induced beta cell death [209], renal blood flow and urine output [210], osteoclastogenesis [211], cytokine production upon antibody ligation [212, 213], apoptosis [215, 216], phagocytosis [217], and microglial activation [218]. There are multiple forms of mammalian ADPRC, many of which have not yet been identified or characterized [11, 12, 72-79]. A better understanding of novel ADPRCs will provide a foundation for the intelligent design of drugs and as a prognostic marker for prominent diseases including cardiovascular disease [128], coronary artery disease [131], hypertension [158, 164], pulmonary hypertension [162, 163, 219], diabetes [100, 138], cancer [220, 221], multiple sclerosis [222], neurodegeneration [186, 223, 224, 257], Huntington’s disease [224], HIV-1 and AIDS [223, 226, 227], asthma [146, 228], inflammatory diseases [155, 172, 176, 178] and those implicated in cellular damage [173]. Thus, it is imperative to continue with
identification of novel ADPRCs and elucidation of the mechanisms by which the members of this complex family of enzymes are regulated.
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